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Abstract

The department of dynamics and control from the Eindhoven University of Technology has
two cars of the model Volkswagen Lupo 3L at its disposal: a standard diesel powered vehicle,
and an in-house designed and converted battery-electric variant. An ongoing project that
considers these vehicles, is the development of a full vehicle multi-body simulation model
in the Simscape/Simulink environment of the MATLAB software package. The goal of this
project is to obtain a complete multi-body model for both the diesel and electric vehicle, that
is suitable for ride and handling simulations.

At the start of this project, an advanced version of the diesel variant of the multi-body model
is at hand. To achieve the project goal, contributions to the multi-body model are made in
several areas. For the front and rear suspension, new shock absorbers characteristics are
measured using the shock absorber test rig at the TU/e. To obtain a proper distribution
of moments in the front suspension, the constant velocity drive-shafts are modelled. The
stiffness of the anti-roll bar in the front suspension is experimentally determined and a new
model implementation is created. The modelling of the friction brake system is improved by
implementing a relation between brake pedal position, brake system pressure and brake force.
Hereto, dynamometer tests are performed which are validated with vehicle tests. To create
a variant of the multi-body for the electric Lupo, a subsystem for the electric powertrain is
created. This incorporates a one pedal driving algorithm and measured electric motor torque
curves which result from previous projects. For the driver model, a new logic for applying
the friction brakes is developed to enable the multi-body model to switch between driving
and braking.

For the validation, the available data acquisition systems on both vehicles are used to collect
test data. To also measure front and rear suspension travel and the acceleration of the
sprung and unsprung mass, the measurement system of the diesel Lupo is expanded with the
necessary sensors.

During the validation, model output is compared to signals measured with the two vehicles to
asses how well the multi-body models replicate the vehicle behaviour obtained during vehicle
tests. To include longitudinal, lateral and vertical dynamics, a straight line braking, steady
state circular driving, step steer and rough road test are conducted. During the validation it
is shown that the multi-body models are suitable for ride and handling simulations. Most dy-
namics are captured well and the models are capable of handling different manoeuvres. There
are some problems however: the front suspension travel is simulated incorrectly, the relation
between brake pedal application and brake force needs to be further investigated. Also, the
driver model needs to be further developed to obtain more realistic braking behaviour.
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List of Symbols

Symbols

Symbol Unit Description

Af m2 Vehicle frontal area

a m/s2 Acceleration

α deg Side slip angle

αslope deg Road slope angle

βb % Brake pedal position

COGBody m Location of centre of gravity of vehicle

Cd − Air resistance coefficient

Cr − Rolling resistance coefficient

d m Distance

δsw deg Steering wheel angle

δw deg Wheel angle with respect to vehicle

ev m/s Velocity error

η − Understeer coefficient

F N Force

Fair N Air drag force

Fb N Brake force

Fg N Gravitational force

FMacPherson N Force exerted by MacPherson strut

Fr m Rolling resistance

f Hz Frequency

g m/s2 Gravitational acceleration

h m Height

I kgm2 Inertia tensor

Ixx kgm2 Moment of inertia around x-axis

Iyy kgm2 Moment of inertia around y-axis

Izz kgm2 Moment of inertia around z-axis
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Symbol Unit Description

iD,1 − Diesel Lupo first gear ratio

iD,5 − Diesel Lupo fifth gear ratio

iD,f − Diesel Lupo final drive ratio

iEL − Electric Lupo gearbox ratio

is − Steering ratio

k N/m Stiffness

κ − Longitudinal slip ratio

l m Vehicle wheelbase

m kg mass

mf kg Front axle load

mr kg Rear axle load

mv kg Vehicle mass

µ − Adhesion coefficient

ω rad/s Angular velocity

P W Power

pb bar Brake system pressure

R2 − Coefficient of determination

Rt m Track radius (during vehicle tests)

r m Radius

ρair kg/m3 Air density

T Nm Torque

τb − Brake fraction

τlimiter − Limiter fraction

v m/s Speed

w m Vehicle track width

x m Longitudinal direction

y m Lateral direction

z m Vertical direction

φ rad Vehicle roll angle

θ rad Vehicle pitch angle

ψ rad Vehicle yaw angle

ωx rad/s Roll rate

ωy rad/s Pitch rate

ωz rad/s Yaw rate
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Subscripts

Symbol Description

0 Initial value/value at t=0

ARB Anti-roll bar

avg Average

BS Bump Stop

b Brake

COG Centre Of Gravity

corr Corrected

D Diesel (Lupo)

DM Diesel motor

d Damper

drum Dynamo-meter-drum

dyn Dynamic

dyno Dynamometer

EL Electric (Lupo)

EM Electro motor

e effective

FL Front Left

FR Front Right

f Front

max Maximum

min Minimum

RL Rear Left

RR Rear Right

r Rear

ref Reference

SS Steady state

s Spring

stat Static

u Unsprung

v Vehicle
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Symbol Description

w Wheel

x Longitudinal direction/component

y Lateral direction/component

z Vertical direction/component

Acronyms

Acronym Description

ABS Anti-lock braking system

AC Alternating current

ARB Anti-roll bar

BMS Battery management system

CAN Controller area network

COG Center of gravity

DC Direct current

DOF Degrees of freedom

EBD Electronic brake force distribution

ESBS Electronic Stability Brake System

EBC Engine Braking Control

FFT Fast Fourier Transform

FL Front left

FR Front right

HV High voltage

ISO International standards organization

LV Low voltage

OPD One Pedal Drive

PID Proportional integral differential (controller)

PLC Programmable logic controller

PSD Power spectral density

RL Rear left

RMS Root mean square

RR Rear right

TDI Turbo Diesel Injection
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1. Introduction

Automotive research comprises many different fields of expertise, one of which is vehicle
dynamics. This field studies the motions and stability of vehicles subject to different driving
conditions. Simulating these dynamics using vehicle models is an important aspect in this
field. Hereby, design and testing can be done before a physical prototype is built, which
aids research and development. In this project, multi-body model simulation models for
the Volkswagen Lupo’s of the TU/e are developed. The existing model is improved and
expanded, and the models are subsequently validated using vehicle tests.

1.1 Project background

The Eindhoven University of Technology has 2 cars of the model Volkswagen Lupo 3L at its
disposal. A standard diesel powered variant (3L) and an in-house converted, battery-electric
vehicle as described in [3] and [4], nicknamed the TU/e Lupo EL.

Since their acquisition, the vehicles have been used in many different research projects. Some
examples: Roel Vos [9] looked at the option of replacing the electric motor in the Lupo EL
with in-wheel electric motors and studied the effect on ride comfort and handling. Jordan
Molenaar [11] developed a new rear suspension system for the Lupo EL and investigated the
influence of suspension friction and bushings on ride comfort. Koen Broeksteeg [10] developed
a parallel braking strategy for the Lupo EL to utilize the energy recuperation potential of
the electric drive train in braking situations next to the standard friction brakes. Following
on this project, Joost van Boekel [17] developed a one pedal driving algorithm for the Lupo
EL so it can drive and stop using only the accelerator pedal. Jiquan Wang [27] analysed
and modelled the energy consumption of the Lupo EL. For the diesel Lupo, Jan Loof [28]
developed and evaluated an active driver support system for lane change manoeuvres.

Furthermore, simulation models of the Lupo for vehicle dynamics simulations have been cre-
ated. More specific, the Simscape Multibody environment of the MATLAB software package
has been adopted to create a multi-body model of the diesel Lupo. Aswhin George [1] created
the first version that included all major components necessary to simulate the dynamics. The
most recent version, which is the starting point for this project, is created by Jan Loof [28].
His work focussed on incorporating a detailed model for the steering system.

1.2 Aim and objective of the project

At this point, a multi-body model of the diesel Lupo is available. This model includes all
components necessary to simulate the vehicle dynamics, but there still is room for improve-
ment in certain areas. Furthermore, the current model only considers the diesel Lupo, a
derivative for the electric Lupo is yet to be made.

The goal of this project is to obtain a complete and validated multi-body model of the diesel
and electric variant of the VW Lupo, suitable for handling and ride simulations.

To achieve this, the following objectives have been set:

1



1.3. OUTLINE OF THE THESIS

� Improve the shock absorber modelling by incorporating characteristics measured using
the shock absorber test rig available at the TU/e.

� The drive shafts that transfer the power from the motor to the front wheels have not
been modelled correctly thus far. To obtain a proper distribution of moments in the
front suspension, these need to be included in the model.

� Model the electric powertrain.

� Review the current implementation of the anti-roll-bar.

� Improve the friction brake system. A more accurate relation between between driver
brake pedal application and vehicle deceleration needs to be determined and imple-
mented.

� Validate the multi-body model for the diesel and electric Lupo by executing a number
of vehicle tests and compare these with simulation model results.

1.3 Outline of the thesis

Chapter 2 gives a literature review of vehicle simulations models. An overview of commonly
used models is presented and compared to the multi-body modelling approach. Also, the
process of model validation is discussed. In chapter 3, the vehicles considered in this project
are introduced. Their key characteristics along with the installed measurement equipment is
discussed. The basic structure of the multi-body model is presented next.

The multi-body model of the vehicles are described in detail in the subsequent chapters.
Chapter 4 introduces the modelling related to chassis and suspension components, whilst
chapter 5 presents the systems that are related to steering, driving or stopping the vehi-
cle. The created models are validated with measurement data in chapter 6. Finally, the
conclusions and recommendations from this project are presented in chapter 7.

2



2. Literature review

In this chapter, literature regarding vehicle simulation models is reviewed. Frequently used
vehicle dynamics models are discussed. Hereafter, the process of model validation is looked
at more closely.

2.1 Vehicle simulation models

In the automotive industry, vehicle simulation models are used to predict, analyse and engi-
neer the dynamic response of a vehicle. The usage of such models can be traced back to as
early as the 1940’s with the introduction of the single track vehicle model, as discussed by
Ammon [29]. This simple and fundamental model is still being used today to teach students
the basics of vehicle handling [14]. Since then, developments in the automotive field and
increased computational power caused an evolution in the complexity of the models used to
simulate vehicles. Kutluay and Winner [22] present a comprehensive article on the history
of these models, how they evolved over time and what their present application and role in
the industry is.

Although many models exist, most are generally used to describe either: vertical dynamics,
lateral (or handling) dynamics or full vehicle dynamics. An overview will be given next.

Quarter and half car model

When vertical dynamics are considered, i.e. the response of a vehicle to raod irregularities,
the symmetry of a vehicle can be used to reduce the vehicle and its suspension components
to a quarter car model [15], see Figure 2.1a. Here, the unsprung mass represents the wheel
and attached components on a corner of the vehicle, and the sprung mass is the weight of
the vehicle body on that corner. Connecting the two masses are the spring and damper,
introducing a vertical stiffness and damping. A second spring connects the unsprung mass
to the road, representing the vertical stiffness of the tyre. The excitation of this system is
realized via the road profile. A key advantage of this model is that dispite its simplicity,
most relevant aspects are included. Besslink [15] shows that it can be used to predict ride
comfort. The downside of its simplicity is that vehicle motions like pitch, roll and yaw are
not considered. Also, considering only one corner, does not take the influence of the rest of
the vehicle on the selected corner into account.

To improve the level of detail, the quarter car model can be expanded to a half car model [15],
as shown in Figure 2.1b. This model contains a sprung mass representing half of the vehicle,
and one front and rear wheel with their respective suspension components. The road profile
provides the input. By expanding the model to include a front and rear axle wheel base
filtering can be included. Hereby the rear wheels experience the same but time delayed
excitation of the front wheels. The resulting vertical and pitch dynamics are dependent on
forward velocity and the length of the wheelbase.

Another application of the half car model is the analysis of longitudinal dynamics for braking
and acceleration conditions. When braking, load transfer from the rear to the front wheels

3



2.1. VEHICLE SIMULATION MODELS

(a) Quarter car model. (b) Half car model.

Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of a quarter and half car model [15].

can be determined, which in turn can be used to optimize the brake force distribution between
the front and rear wheels of the vehicle. Another common application for both the quarter
and half car model, is the use in the design of control systems for semi-active or active
suspensions. For example: Huang et al [30] created a half car model with active suspension
to design a road-adaptive non-linear controller. By actively varying key non-linear filter
parameters that determine the soft/firmness of the suspension, the trade-off between ride
comfort and ’rattlespace’ (10-12 Hz resonance) response of the vehicle is improved. They
underline the importance of a half car model in their research, as it captures many of the
important characteristics of a full vehicle model provides, but greatly reduces complexity.

Single track model

When handling situations are considered, lateral and yaw dynamics of the vehicle need to be
evaluated. A simple model to analyse these conditions is the single track model, or bicycle
model. Figure 2.2 shows a schematic representation of the single track vehicle model. On
each axle, the left and right side are lumped into one equivalent tire and suspension. The
basic bicycle model assumes a linear tyre model, this means that the model is suitable for sim-
ulations with lateral accelerations upto approximately 4 m/s2 [14]. Despite this constraint,
the relative simplicity makes the model easy to use in many different applications. Arikan et
al. [5] provide an example. Using structural identifiability analysis, they study the identifi-
cation of linear handling models based on the bicycle model. It is concluded that using only
a single accelerometer and gyro all the physical parameters necessary for the bicycle model
can be identified. Validation analysis of the identified model shows that the vehicle response
is tracked successfully.

To further expand the usability of the bicycle model, the tyre behavior can be extended into
the non-linear domain. This is demonstrated by Niessen [20] [21]. By including non-linear
and load dependent tire characteristics, tyre relaxation effects and compliance of the front
axle, the bicycle model is made suitable for lateral accelerations above 4 m/s2. The load
dependent tire characteristics furthermore have the benefit that different vehicle load cases
can now be evaluated.

4



2.1. VEHICLE SIMULATION MODELS

Figure 2.2: Schematic representation of a single track vehicle model [14].

Full vehicle models

Full vehicle models are capable of combining different aspects of a vehicle in one model, which
can make them larger and more complex than the previously discussed models. There are
different approaches to modelling the complete dynamics of a vehicle. One method, also used
in this thesis, is the multi body approach.

Differenct software packages to create multi-body models exist. Two well known packages are
ADAMS and Simscape Multibody from MATLAB. Examples of implementations are provided
by van der Sande [26] and George [1]. Van der Sande models a BMW 316i and George a
Volkswagen Lupo 3L, the model of George is the first iteration of the model used in this thesis.
They both adopt the MATLAB-Simulink environment to build the multi-body model. The
models include detailed suspension modelling with all physical links as in the real vehicles.
The BMW model from van der Sande has a front and rear anti-roll bar to connect the left
and right suspensions. The Volkswagen from George only utilizes a front anti-roll bar and
a torsion beam for the rear suspension. Furthermore, the steering systems are taking into
account in both models. Tires are incorported by the TNO Delft-Tyre software package. It
calculates the slip dependet tire forces and moments according to Pacejka’s Magic Formula [2].
These vehicle models are detailed, which contributes to an improved accuracy in describing
the dynamics of the considered vehicle compared to the simple models. Constructing such
a model is also simplified by the available modelling elements such as bodies, joints and
actuators. However, such a large model is often complex and takes time to fully comprehend.
Furthermore it requires a powerful computer to simulate, simulations may take time. Also,
many parameters need to be determined or calculated beforehand to parametrize the model.

A different, analytical, approach to a full vehicle model is presented by Berntorp [8], which
proposes a 6 DOF full vehicle model. The degrees of freedom are the x,y,z translation and the
pitch, roll and yaw rotation, as shown in Figure 2.3. The aim is to create a simulation model
that is accurate in general, usable for designing non-linear controllers. The Newton-Euler
approach is adopted to derive the equations of motion. Different methods to include tire
behaviour are discussed and implemented. Finally, a mechanism to calculate load transfer is
included. The end result is a full vehicle model that captures the most important dynamics
for general purpose simulation and yet still is relatively small and comprehensible.

Shim et al. [13] also adopts this approach to construct a full vehicle model to study roll,
a variant with 8 DOF and one with 14 DOF are proposed. Besides the translational and
rotational DOF of the vehicle itself, degrees of freedom are introduced for the suspension
system to make the model more suitable and accurate for roll simulations. To put their
models to the test, the effect of simplifications of key equations is studied to understand the

5



2.2. MODEL VALIDATION

Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of a 6 DOF vehicle model [8].

impact and limitations. Furthermore, the effect of including the roll centre, tire inclination
angle and the symmetry/asymmetry of jacking forces is studied. They conclude that the
lower order 8 DOF model, is able to match the 14 DOF model fairly well until the vehicle
has rolled so much that wheel-lift occurs. Both models are suitable for simulating vehicle
roll-over and to develop algorithm that can be used to prevent this. In future research, a
moving roll centre should be included to extend the usability of the model.

2.2 Model validation

An important aspect in the design of vehicle simulation models, is the verification and valida-
tion of the proposed model. These steps are necessary to ensure that one can place confidence
in the results obtained from the simulation model.

The validation process starts with the verification of the model. Hereby the goal is to verify
whether the model is implemented correctly. The model is checked and run to find possible
errors and to ensure the correct modelling is used. This is benefited by constructing a clear
and logical model. Hereafter, correct parameter value implementation has to be verified.
Often, many parameter values need to be determined in a vehicle model. Some can be easily
measured, for example by using scales or a caliper. Others parameters may be more difficult
to obtain and cannot be measured directly. It may require measurements using a vehicle
that is equipped with sensors. The work of Niessen [20] and Verkerk [19] illustrates this. The
directly measurable parameters for their full vehicle models are collected first. The remaining
parameters are collected using vehicle tests, like a steady state circular test, sever lane change
and pseudo random steering test. With these tests, it is possible to isolate parameters that
influence the vehicle behaviour, but might be hard to obtain otherwise. For example, using
the steady state circular test, one can determine the effective cornering stiffness of the tyres
and the compliance of an axle for a specific test. This process is then expanded to other
tests/parameters.

Wade-Allen et al. [24] point to another important aspect of parameter estimation. In the
research, they stress the importance of parameter measurement suitable for the intended
operating regime of the model. So if the vehicle model is aimed at simulating limit handling
scenarios, such as vehicle roll over or tyre saturation, the parameters used in the subsystems
of the simulation model must be measured accordingly. This would mean, incorporating tire
data over large slip conditions and at higher loads than normal. Furthermore the highly
dynamical manoeuvres could result in component responses becoming non-linear, something
that should also be accounted for.

When it is verified that the model is correctly put together, and that suitable parameters have

6



2.3. SUMMARY

been implemented, the proposed model has to be validated. With the validation, measure-
ment results are compared to simulation output to determine whether the model is capable
of simulating vehicle behaviour under various circumstances. So, is the transformation from
inputs to outputs of the model sufficiently in agreement with the real vehicle?

Many papers and articles have been written considering validation of vehicle simulation
models [22, 23, 25]. Several elements should be incorporated in the validation process, as
Wade-Allen et al. [24] points out. For validation, there should be a comparison between
instrumented vehicle data and simulation model response. To be complete, this comparison
should include both steady-state en dynamic inputs. Data needs to be compared both in the
time as well as the frequency domain. In practice, this usually results in comparing simulation
to measurement data in graphs that visualize signals of interest. Kleijnen [23] mentions that
a good addition can be the use of statistical techniques to add confidence intervals and
possibly look for correlations between variables. The Pearson correlation coefficient provides
for example a numerical expression to compare the correlation of two time history trajectories
to each other.

A real system to collect data with needs to be at hand for this to work. This might not
always be the case, since a lot of models are developed for new applications and a real system
or prototype is not at hand yet. If so, additional attention should be paid to the verification
of the model and the correct choice of parameter values. When a real system is at hand,
one should pay attention to another aspect: the accuracy of the measured data. In most
validations, system output data is collected and subsequently used as input for the proposed
model. The resulting model output is then again compared to the real vehicle output data.
So if any inaccuracies are present in the measured input data, they will also be present in
the model output.

Finally, complete validation of a model on every single aspect is usually not possible since
this is a lot of work and very time consuming. But it still is the goal to validate as much as
possible, in terms of overall as well as detailed performance. By doing so, one does not prove
that the proposed model is the correct model for that application, but much more that the
proposed model is not incorrect for the intended use.

2.3 Summary

To study the dynamic behaviour of vehicles, different vehicle models of varying complexity
and capabilities exist. The quarter and half car model can be used to study longitudinal
and vertical dynamics, and the single track model is suitable for handling simulations. But
when different aspects of a vehicle need to be included, a full vehicle model is necessary. An
analytical approach can be considered, or a multi-body software package can be used. With
the multi-body software package a more detailed and accurate full vehicle model when com-
pared to simple models can be constructed. Modelling is simplified with available modelling
elements. To make the model suitable for lateral accelerations above 4 m/s2, non-linear tyre
dynamics need to be included, by for example incorporating the Delft Tyre software package.
It is important to validate a vehicle model. Hereby the implemented parameter values need
to be verified. If possible, the model output needs to be compared to measurement using a
real system, this can be done using graphs or statistical techniques. Validation tests should
include the intended operating regime of the model. When model output is compared to
data measured on a real system, the accuracy of the measured data should be taken into
consideration. Finally, validation should focus on proving that the model is suitable for its
intended use, since a validation of every model aspect is often not possible.
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3. Vehicle and model background

In this chapter, the vehicles that are modelled and tested are presented. These are a Volk-
swagen Lupo 3L diesel and the TU/e developed battery electric version of the same vehicle,
as shown in Figure 3.1. The vehicle characteristics and installed measurement equipment is
discussed. Hereafter, the adopted sign convention and general structure of the multi-body
model is introduced.

Figure 3.1: The Volkswagen Lupo 3L.

3.1 The Lupo 3L and EL

Diesel Lupo 3L

The Volkswagen Lupo was built from 1998 until 2005 and was the smallest model the German
car manufacturer had on offer at the time. There were various configurations available with
petrol or diesel motor. The 3L version analysed in this project is a special edition. It was
created with the intention of consuming only 3 litres of (diesel) fuel per 100 kilometres. To
achieve this, significant modifications were made in comparison to the standard Lupo. These
modifications focussed on 4 key areas: weight, aerodynamics, rolling resistance and drive
train efficiency.

To save weight,the majority of the body panels are constructed from aluminium instead of
steel, as well as the shock absorbers, front axle and the engine block. Furthermore, the
steering wheel and rims are made from magnesium and thinner glass is used.

The aerodynamics are improved by re-shaping body panels and incorporating a diffuser in
the rear bumper. Along with other small adjustments, the coefficient of drag is reduced from
0.32 to 0.29. The rolling resistance is reduced by using special tyres with a smaller footprint
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3.1. THE LUPO 3L AND EL

that are inflated to a higher pressure.

Finally, the engine is a 1.2 litre 3 cylinder diesel with high fuel injection pressures for better
fuel economy. The engine is coupled to an automated manual gearbox, which can operate
semi- or full automatic. A selectable economy mode optimizes gear shifts and limits engine
power to reduce fuel consumption. For more details on the modifications of the 3L, see the
Volkswagen self study programme [39].

Electric Lupo EL

The electric Lupo is developed at the TU/e following the ”car of the future” project. This
project was initiated by the Netherlands Society for Nature and Environment in 2005 to
develop and demonstrate environmentally friendly alternatives for personal transport. Fol-
lowing a development phase, the electric Lupo was constructed between 2009 and 2011, it has
since been used in a variety of research projects including this project. Reports considering
the development and the conversion can be found in [3] and [4].

The original diesel engine and gearbox has been replaced with a fully electric power train, as
depicted in Figure 3.2. The energy is provided by high voltage battery packs, placed at three
locations in the vehicle. The BMS (battery management system) ensures even (dis-)charging
and temperature monitoring of the individual cells. The electric motor is coupled to the
front wheels via a single gear fixed reduction and drive-shafts. The inverter regulates the
current to the motor. A DC-DC converter provides low voltage power for auxiliary electrical
components. The original CAN system has been expanded to include extra sensors, and a
second CAN bus for the power-train is introduced. With the installed CAN logger these
signals can be measured while driving. Details considering the installed components can be
found in Appendix C.

Besides the power train, minor changes have been made to the electric vehicle. Stiffer rear
springs are used to handle the increased weight of the vehicle. An auxiliary vacuum pump
is installed to replace the brake booster, since the engine vacuum is no longer available. The
tyres are inflated to 3 bar instead of 2.4 bar due to the increased weight. All other components
are equal to the diesel Lupo.

(a) Overview of the replaced power train compo-
nents in the electric Lupo. (b) Location of components in the electric Lupo.

Figure 3.2: Conversion from diesel to electric.
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3.2. MEASUREMENT SET-UP

3.2 Measurement set-up

Diesel 3L

In the diesel Lupo, data acquisition during vehicle test is performed with a dSpace system.
The installed hardware includes data acquisition cards and a controller board for with various
in- and output connectors for sensors and actuators like acceleration sensors and a steering
assistance motor. The system provides the possibility for measurement as well as control
applications. In Appendix B, more details considering the diesel Lupo measuring equipment
are included. The complete sensor set-up is visualized in Figure B.1. At the start of this
project, some sensors were already installed in the vehicle. In the COG of the vehicle, a
3 DOF accelerometer, rated upto 3 g, and yaw-rate gyroscope, rated upto 150 deg/s, are
installed. On the steering column two sensor pairs provide the steering column angle and
the steering column torque. Also, the electric steering assistance motor can be controlled by
dSpace.

For this project, the existing set of sensors is expanded. To measure the accelerations of
the unsprung masses, 4 accelerometers that measure in three directions, rated upto 16 g, are
installed on each unsprung mass. To measure the acceleration of the sprung mass 4 more
accelerometers that measure in three directions, rated upto 3 g, are mounted on the points
were the suspension struts are connect to the vehicle body. Finally, the suspension deflection
of the four corners of the vehicle is determined using rotational sensors.

Electric EL

During the conversion from diesel to electric, sensors were included for convenient data ac-
quisition, Appendix C provides more details. To acquire sensor signals, the Controller Area
Network (CAN) protocol is utilized. Two CAN busses are used to acquire all the signals,
these are connected to the PLC, Figure C.1 provides a schematic overview of the system
integration in the electric Lupo. The first CAN bus (VW CANbus) is used for the original
vehicle signals of the Lupo, like throttle position and wheel speeds. It furthermore relays
signals from additionally installed sensors, such as vehicle acceleration and yaw rate. The
second CAN bus (EV CANbus) is used for all signals related to the electric power train, such
as inverter power request and battery status.

To record all these signals, a VMS CAN logger is installed. The logger is connected to the
CAN set up and logs the signals simultaneously, all the driver has to do is press the record
button. The logged data is stored on a SD card and can be exported easily using MATLAB.
The complete list of logged signals is included in Appendix C.
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3.3. MODEL BACKGROUND

3.3 Model background

Coordinate system and sign convention

The coordinate system used for the multi-body model is according to the ISO 8855 standard
[32], this defines the vehicle axis system as a right-handed and orthogonal coordinate system.
Figure 3.3a displays the convention of positive axis directions and associated rotations.

The positive x -axis is pointing forward, parallel with the driving direction of the vehicle. φ
is the roll angle and ωx the angular velocity about the x-axis. The positive y-axis is parallel
with the road to the left hand side of the vehicle. θ is the pitch angle and ωy the angular
velocity about the y-axis. The positive z-axis is pointing straight upward, normal to the
road. ψ is the yaw angle and ωz the rotational velocity about the z-axis.

The track width w is defined as the distance between the wheel plane of symmetry of the
two wheels on the same axle of the vehicle projected on the yz -plane.

The wheelbase l is defined as the distance between the centres of the front and rear wheels
on the same side of the vehicle projected on the xz -plane. Figure 3.5 gives an impression of
the main dimensions of the Lupo.

The origin of the axis system for the Lupo multi-body model is defined at ground level, at
the middle between the front wheels, as depicted in Figure 3.3b. Coordinates in the model
are specified in meters with respect to this point.

(a) ISO 8855 sign conventions.

x y

z

 

θ

φ

(b) Origin of the coordinate system.

Figure 3.3: Adopted sign convention and position of the coordinate system.

Structure

The main structure of the multi-body model of either the Lupo 3L or EL consists of 3 blocks
at the top level of the model, these are: the driver block, the vehicle block and the logging
block. This structure is depicted in Figure 3.4, the arrows depict the flow of information
within the model.

The ’driver’ block processes input data from the MATLAB workspace. After incorporating
feedback signals, it calculates throttle, braking and steer signals that are input into the vehicle
block.
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3.4. SUMMARY

The vehicle block contains the multi-body modelling of either the Lupo 3L or EL. Here, the
subsystems considering suspension, motor, brakes, body and tyres can be found. Appendix
A provides a short introduction into the Simscape multi-body package. An impression of
the complete vehicle block structure is depicted in Figure A.2. The following chapters will
elaborate on the modelling of the subsystems.

Collecting signals of interest is done via the logging block. The driver and vehicle block send
selected signals to the logging block, these are then arranged in a MATLAB structure which
is available as simulation output.

The necessary parameter values are loaded from a file that is called at the start of simulation.
Storing the model parameters at a location outside the model makes it much easier retain an
overview of which values are used and simplifies adjusting these values.

Figure 3.4: Schematic structure of
the multi-body model
with flow of information
at top level.

Figure 3.5: Main dimensions of the Lupo 3L in mm.

3.4 Summary

The Lupo’s considered for this project are introduced. The (diesel) Lupo 3L has various
significant modifications over the standard Lupo to achieve a fuel consumption of 3 litres
per 100 km. Based on the Lupo 3L, the TU/e has constructed a battery electric variant
called the Lupo EL. Hereafter, the installed data acquisition systems are introduced. These
are installed on both vehicles to measure signals during vehicle tests. For this project, the
data acquisition system in the diesel Lupo is expanded with several sensors. Finally, the
multi-body model is introduced. The adopted coordinate system and sign conventions are
presented and the structure of the multi-body model is explained.
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4. Chassis modelling

In this chapter, all sub-systems that relate to the chassis are presented. These are: the front-
and rear suspension, the vehicle body and the tyres. Within the front suspension subsystem,
some of the main contributions of this project are included, these are: the measurement of
the shock absorber characteristics, implementation of a drive shaft model and incorporation
of an improved anti-roll bar model.

4.1 Front suspension

The front suspension of the Lupo 3L and EL is a MacPherson strut suspension type, as
shown in Figure 4.1. The suspension related components and drive-shafts are introduced in
this section, the steering and brakes system are discussed later in Sections 5.3 and 5.4.

The implementation in Simulink is schematically depicted in Figure 4.2. Shown is the left
side which is symmetrical to the right side. Model parameters are provided in Appendix F.

Static components

The wishbone connects the upright to the subframe. It has two connection points on the
subframe side, one via a ’ball’ joint which only restricts translations, the other is a custom
joint with x,y,z rotation and x,y translational degrees of freedom. The custom joint has a
rubber bushing, which models the longitudinal compliance in the front suspension [10]. This
bushing is modelled using a joint spring-damper. The wishbone is connected to the upright
via by spherical joint.

The track rod transfers the translational movement of the steering rack to the wheels. It has
a spherical joints on both sides and connects the steering rack to the upright.

The upright is the body that connects various suspension components. In the center of the
upright, the wheel hub is located. This hub has a rotational degree of freedom around the
y-axis relative to the upright and this revolute joint acts as the wheel bearing. The wheel hub
is connected to the drive shaft and brake disc and can therefore be actuated with a driving
or braking torque to accelerate or decelerate the vehicle. The tyre is connected to the hub
via a weld joint, this joint has no DOF and rigidly connects the two bodies together.

The subframe is the internal connection body for all the suspension components, it is rigidly
connected to the vehicle body via a weld joint.

MacPherson strut

The MacPherson strut provides the vertical suspension support. The strut itself comprises
of the shock absorber with integrated coil spring. The top connection, to a re-enforced plate
on the vehicle body above the wheel well, is realised via a spherical joint. This connection
can be seen as an extension of the subframe in the multi-body model. The 3 rotational DOF
of this spherical joint provide a pivot point for the strut. On the bottom, the MacPherson
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4.1. FRONT SUSPENSION

strut connects to the upright via an prismatic joint. This provides the translational DOF
along the strut axis to allow compression and rebound of the strut.

The force generated by the shock absorber and coil spring is applied to the translational
joint via a joint actuator. To calculate this force, the following mathematical relations are
implemented: The total force exerted consists of the spring force Fs,f , and damper force Fd,f :

FMacPherson = Fs,f + Fd,f (4.1)

The spring force is calculated using the spring stiffness ks,f , amount of front suspension travel
zu,f , spring installation length zu,f,0 and the bumps stop force FBS :

Fs,f = ks,f (zu,f + zu,f,0) + FBS (4.2)

The installation length depends on the spring load Fs,f,0 that follows from the vehicle weight
distribution:

zu,f,0 =

(
Fs,f,0
ks,f

)
(4.3)

Within the travel range of the front suspension, the spring force Fs is linear dependent on
the spring stiffness ks,f and the amount of travel of the unsprung mass zu,f . When the spring
travel has reached its maximum compression or rebound travel zu,f,max, bump stop force FBS
is added to model the suspension hitting its bump stop.

FBS =


0 if −1

2zu,f,max < (zu,f + zu,f,0) <
1
2zu,f,max

kBS,f if (zu,f + zu,f,0) ≤ −1
2zu,f,max

kBS,f if (zu,f + zu,f,0) ≥ 1
2zu,f,max

(4.4)

The amount of front suspension travel zu,f , is measured at the MacPherson translational
joint using a joint sensor. The spring installation length at simulation start zu,f,o follows
from the initial spring force Fs,0, which is calculated using the vehicle weight and the axle
loads. See Appendix F for related parameter values.

The front damper force Fd,f is a non linear function of the speed vu,f with which the shock
absorber is compressed or rebounds.

Fd,f = f(vu,f ) (4.5)

The speed vu,f is measured at the translational joint that model the spring damper using a
joint sensor:

To incorporate the non linear speed dependency of the damper force into the model, a 1D
lookup table is utilized. The damper speed is the input and the damper force is the output.
A lookup table is a sampled representation of a function in n variables. The data points, or
breakpoint sets, relate the input value(s) to the output value. So at a breakpoint, a known
input- output value pair which is specified by the user is available. When the input value(s)
are not an exact match for a specified breakpoint, different algorithms can be selected to
estimate an output value. For the Lupo multi-body model, linear inter- and extrapolation is
used to estimate these values.

The modelling of the front suspension as discussed, was already available at the start of this
project and is the combined result of various previous projects. Only minor alterations are
made here. The main contributions of this project to the front suspension block will be
discussed in the following subsections. These improvements focussed on: the modelling of
the drive-shaft, implementation of an improved anti-roll bar model and introduction of newly
measured shock absorber characteristics.
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Figure 4.1: Front axle with MacPherson type suspension [39].
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Anti-roll bar
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Weld joint
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Prismatic joint

Joint spring-damper

Driveshaft spline

Figure 4.2: Schematic representation of the front suspension model in Simulink. Left and right side
are symmetrical, y-coordinates of right side are multiplied by -1. Left side depicted.
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4.1. FRONT SUSPENSION

4.1.1 Shock absorber characteristics

At the start of this project, a set of non-linear damper characteristics was already imple-
mented into the model. Their origin is not clear, Vos [9] measured a set of Lupo damper
characteristics, but these do not correspond with the values implemented in the model as re-
ceived at the start of this project. So it was decided to re-measure the damper characteristics
using the dedicated shock absorber test rig in the AES lab.

Both the front and rear shock absorbers are tested. The rear shock absorbers can be rela-
tively easily removed from the Lupo, the front absorbers cannot since they are part of the
MacPherson strut. Therefore, a spare front shock absorber is tested. Since the Lupo’s owned
by the TU/e are well used already, it is decided to also perform comparative measurements
using brand new shock absorbers. A new original front shock absorber was purchased via
a VW dealer, The special aluminium rear shock absorbers were not found on short notice,
therefore a comparative after-market replacement is evaluated in the form of a MONROE
23898 shock absorber. So in total four different shock absorbers are tested:

� Used original Volkswagen front shock absorber

� New original Volkswagen front shock absorber

� Used original Volkswagen rear shock absorber

� New after-market MONROE rear shock absorber

Background

Shock absorbers are used used to damp out motions of a vehicle. Upon compression or
rebound of the shock absorber, a hydraulic fluid is forced through an internal system of orifices
and valves. Hereby a force resistant to the excitation of the shock absorber is generated, which
damps the motion. This force is a function of the speed and direction of the excitation of
the shock absorber. Many different shock absorbers exist. In the automotive industry the
most common types used are twintube and monotube type shock absorbers, as depicted in
Figure 4.3. The internal lay out of the chamber and the used valves determines the damping
force as function of the excitation speed. The compressible gas in the gas chamber facilitates
compression or extension of the damper. The gas is pressurized, introducing a static force
that wants to extent the shock absorber.

The damping characteristics of the shock absorbers influence the dynamical behaviour of
a vehicle, imposing a trade off between comfort and handling [15]. To benefit handling,
stiffer shock absorbers are preferable. This enhances road holding by reducing wheel load
fluctuations and also keeps suspension travel under control. However, increased damping is
unfavourable for comfort, since a ’harder’ ride is created.

Measurement set up

The shock absorber characteristics are measured using the TU/e hydraulic shock absorber
test rig in the AES-lab. This test rig is a former material tensile test rig, which has been
modified for testing shock absorbers. The set up can measure upto 10 kN of axial force with a
maximum stroke length of 250 mm. The hydraulic pump is the bottleneck for shock absorber
measurements as its volumetric flow capacity theoretically limits the speed of the hydraulic
ram to 670 mm/s.
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4.1. FRONT SUSPENSION

Twintube damper

Monotube damper
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Figure 4.3: Schematic representation of a twintube and monotube shock absorber [18].

The entire set-up is schematically visualized in Figure 4.4. The shock absorber is mounted
in the test rig with two clamps. The bottom clamp connects to the hydraulic cylinder of the
rig and acutates the shock absorber, at the upper clamp the force is measured. The target
pc runs the MATLAB Simulink and Stateflow software that are used to control the position,
force and speed of the hydraulic ram. It also processes the logged sensor data. The host pc
serves as the user control interface to run the set up. For this project data is measured with
a sample frequency of 1000 Hz. See [12] for the user manual and more information on this
device.

Figure 4.4: Schematic representation of the shock absorber test rig [12].

Experiment: Gas and friction force

As depicted Figure 4.3, the shock absorber contains a pressurized gas chamber. This gas
pressure, along with the friction between the piston and the chamber, introduces a force,
which has to be subtracted from the measured force to isolate the force generated by damping
from the total measured force. Also, this gas pressure reduces over time and usage of the
shock absorber, so it is not constant. Therefore, the gas and friction force of each damper
are measured first.

The reference trajectory for the gas and friction force measurement is a triangular wave, this
results in a constant velocity excitation. The amplitude is 10 mm and the velocity is 0.4
mm/s, this low velocity minimizes the influence of viscous and dynamic friction. Between
the upward and downward stroke a 2 s delay is implemented to minimize acceleration effects
and allow the hydraulic fluid to settle.
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4.1. FRONT SUSPENSION

Figure 4.5 shows the result of the gas and friction force measurement of the new front shock
absorber. The force is dependent on the position of the damper. To derive the gas force,
a linear function is fitted through the compression and rebound stroke. The gas force is
now calculated as the average of these fits at the center of the stroke. The difference in the
force between the gas force and the fit at the center position is the sliding friction of the
piston. A lot of noise is visible in the measurement, therefore the static friction can not be
determined reliably. Table 4.1 shows the results for all measured shock absorbers. As can be
seen, the gas force reduces significantly over time and with use, this can also be felt clearly
when compressing the different shock absorbers by hand. The gas force in the rear (used)
shock absorber fitted on the Lupo has reduced to such a point that no proper measurement
could be obtained. Since the piston did not extend or retract under unloaded circumstances,
the gas force is estimated at 0 N.
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Figure 4.5: Gas force measurement on a new original Volkswagen front shock absorber.

Table 4.1: Gas force for the tested shock absorbers. *) Gas force absent, no good measurement can
be obtained

Gas force [N]

Used original VW front 5

New original VW front 79

Used orignal VW rear 0 ∗

New aftermarket MON-
ROE rear

29
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Experiment: Automated fixed speed cycle

The standardized test cycle of the German Association of the Automotive Industry (VDA)
is commonly used to test dampers. It consists of 7 sines with an amplitude of 50 mm, the
maximum velocities of the sines are: 52, 131, 262, 393, 524, 1047, 1571 mm/s.

As mentioned previously, the test rig has a theoretical maximum speed of 670 mm/s. Pre-
liminary tests showed that the rig is not capable of tracking the reference at 1047 and 1571
mm/s accurately. Another drawback of the VDA cycle is the low density of measurement
points below 100 mm/s. Therefore a modified 10 speed cycle is programmed which consists
of 10 sines with maximum velocities of: 5, 10, 20, 35, 52, 131, 262, 393, 524, 650 mm/s.

There now are 10 sines which maximum velocity are indicated. Each sine is programmed
with an amplitude of 50 mm, 4 periods and a 1 second delay between different speeds at the
bottom dead center, where the accumulators of the test rig can recharge. This cycle utilizes
the test rig at its maximum velocity of 650 mm/s and also has more data points at low speeds
compared to the VDA cycle.

Figure 4.6 shows the position tracking of the test rig for the modified 10 speed cycle. As can
be seen, the tracking is good at low speeds. The zoomed figure shows that from 262 mm/s
and upwards, a little overshoot (≈ 4 mm) occurs. At the end of the cycle the damper is
returned to start position at the center of the stroke.
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Figure 4.6: Position tracking of the shock absorber test rig for the 10 speed cycle with the new front
shock absorber mounted. Bottom figure; zoom on 262 upto 650 mm/s
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Experiment: Peak velocity and position force plot

To visualize the characteristics of a shock absorber, two plots are of interest. The peak
velocity plot and the position force plot.

The position force plot (PFP) of the new front shock absorber is shown in Figure 4.7a. This
plot shows the damper force for all positions during a full cycle. A positive position represents
a compressed state with respect to the initial position, which is set at a half extended damper.
The rotation in the plot is clockwise. At the maximum positive position the damper is fully
compressed, at the maximum negative position the damper is fully extended.

Since the measured speed, position and force signals contain noise, they have been filtered
first. This is done with a zero phase low pass Butterworth filter with order 2. The cut-
off frequency is placed at 8 Hz, which is determined by analysing the frequencies of the 10
speed test. The frequencies of the excitations in the modified 10 speed trajectory are directly
related to the maximum sine speed vmax,10speed and the amplitude d10speed of the 10 speed
test:

f10speed =
vmax,10speed
2π d10speed

(4.6)

This results in the following maximum frequencies: 0.01592, 0.03183, 0.06366, 0.1114, 0.1655,
0.4170, 0.8340, 1.25, 1.68, 2.07 Hz.

The cut off frequency is set well above the highest excitation frequency of 2 Hz, to make sure
that the roll off of a second order Butterworth filter does not interfere with the measurement
data at. This is visually verified by ensuring that the power spectral density of the filtered
versus the unfiltered signal, as shown in Figure 4.7b, is not affected upto 2 Hz. The individual
frequencies of the 10 speed trajectory do not clearly show as peaks in the PSD plot since only
4 periods of each frequency are included, making it hard for the FFT to clearly differentiate
them since their power in the total signal is not very large.

Applying the filter removes high frequency noise and results in smooth curves in the PFP
plot. At very low excitation speeds some noise remains however. For speeds below 131 mm/s,
the position goes through -50 and +50 indicating that the reference with an amplitude of 50
mm is being tracked well. At speeds above 131 mm/s, a little overshoot occurs, which was
already concluded from Figure 4.6. At the highest speed of 650 mm/s there is overshoot on
the compression stroke, which then transitions into undershoot during the rebound stroke as
the rig struggles to keep up with the reference due to the limited volumetric flow capacity of
the pump.

The other PFP plots are included in Appendix D. Comparing the PFP plot from the new
original front shock with the used original front shock (Figure 4.7a and Figure D.1). At
velocities below 35 mm/s, although small in absolute sense, the build up of force during a
cycle is reduced most. This is a result of wear of the internal orifices an valves with usage
of the shock absorber. At higher speeds there is some force difference notable during the
compression stroke, whilst the rebound stroke is not much affected. For the rear shock
absorbers (Figure D.2 and Figure D.3) this comparison cannot be made directly since two
different shock absorbers are being considered.

The peak velocity plot (PVP) shows the force the shock absorber produces at a specific
compression or rebound speed. These force/speed pair values are used for the lookup table
that describes the damper force and is inserted into the multi-body model. To create the
PVP plot, the force at every intersection of the center position during an excitation is stored
along with the speed. When crossing the center position, the speed and the resulting force
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are at their maximum for a sinusoidal excitation. The obtained speed an force value pairs
are subsequently averaged over the several center crossings to obtain the final data points.

The results are shown in Figure 4.8 and 4.9. In these figures, the results for the measured
dampers are compared to the values that were initially implemented in the multi-body model.
Note that a positive force indicates shock absorber compression.

As can be seen, the results match quite well for a used front and rear shock absorber in
general. There are some differences however. On the rebound stroke, the front shock absorber
produces noticeably more force. Also minor changes in force below a speed of 250 mm/s can
be observed for both the front and rear shock absorber. Furthermore, although the after-
market rear shock absorber is marketed as an comparable alternative, it has considerably
more damping then the original for speeds greater than 131 mm/s. This difference is most
likely not explained any more with shock absorber wear and loss of gas force, since such large
differences are not observed for the front shock absorbers.

In the multi-body model, the lookup table is programmed to perform linear inter- and ex-
trapolation for velocities that are not an exact match of the provided breakpoints. So for
speed in excess of 625 mm/s, the generated force will be linearly extrapolated from the last
known force data points. This algorithm provides a good match for the measured data, since
both the front and rear shock absorber show linear behaviour for velocities greater than 300
mm/s.

When the results of the new and old front shock absorbers in Figure 4.8 and the results of the
new and old rear shock absorbers in Figure 4.9 are observed. It becomes clear that both the
front and rear original damper have lost damping force. This is most likely caused by wear
of internal components leading to a reduced force build up. In absolute perspective, the rear
shock absorber lost more damping force when compared to the newer alternative. Although
one has to keep in mind that the new rear shock absorber is an after-market product and
might not have the same characteristics as an original Volkswagen rear damper. It is shown
however, that the damper characteristics do deteriorate over time and with use.

For both the front and rear shock absorbers, the curves of the used as well as the new dampers
are inserted into the vehicle model. The curves of the used shock absorbers will be used since
these are the shock absorbers that are present in the Lupo. If the shocks are replaced in the
future, the curves for the new dampers can easily be selected.
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Figure 4.7: Position force plot for the new front shock absorber for the modified 10 speed trajectory.
Filtering with cut-off frequency at 8 Hz.
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Figure 4.8: Peak velocity plot of the measured front shock absorbers and the old multi-body model
values.
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Figure 4.9: Peak velocity plot of the measured rear shock absorbers and the old multi-body model
values.

4.1.2 Drive-shaft

Driving and braking of the Lupo was realized by applying a drive or brake torque to the
revolute joint connected to the upright, see Figure 4.2. This implementation effectively
models an in wheel motor, which is not correct for the Lupo. The reaction torque resulting
from the driving torque is applied to the upright which leads to an incorrect suspension
deflection. To address this, the drive-shafts need to be modelled. The reaction torque is
then supported on the vehicle frame via the drive-shaft. A visualization of the drive-shafts is
shown in Figure 4.1. The electric Lupo still has drive-shafts installed similar to those found
on a diesel Lupo.

The Lupo transfers power from the motor to the wheels via drive-shaft fitted with constant
velocity (CV) joints as depicted in Figure 4.10. The key feature of this type of drive-shaft
are the CV-joints. These transmit a constant rotational speed between in- and output shaft,
regardless of the joint bending angle.

In Figure 4.10, the DOF of the joints with respect to the central shaft have been visualized
in red. Each joint allows for two rotational DOF (x and z). Furthermore, the inner CV joint
allows translation to facilitate necessary shortening and extension of the drive-shaft assembly
during suspension compression.

The implementation of the wheel hub with connected drive-shaft is shown in Figure 4.12.
The DOF of the joints are indicated in red. These DOF enable the movement as depicted
in Figure 4.10. With the hub, the drive and brake moment are applied to the wheel. The
wheel bearing is modelled by the two revolute joints. The brake moment is applied to the
revolute joint that connects to the upright. The drive moment is applied to the revolute joint
that connects to the driveshaft and eventually the subframe. This revolute joint provides the
DOF necessary to transfer the driving moment by rotating the driveshaft about its length
axis. The DOF of the CV joints are provided by the dedicated joints.

The initial angular velocity of both the wheelbearing ω0, is input at the start of simulation
by dividing the initial forward vehicle velocity vx,0 by the wheel radius rw:

ω0 =
vx,0
rw

(4.7)

The multi-body model does not include modelling for the inner gearbox and motor com-
ponents, only the output torque to the wheels is calculated. Therefore, in the model, the
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4.1. FRONT SUSPENSION

drive-shafts are directly connect to the subframe at the coordinates where the drive-shafts in
the real vehicle enter the gearbox. So at those locations, the reactive drive torque is applied
to the subframe.

Contrary to the drive-shaft bearing, the revolute-joint that models the wheel bearing connects
directly to the upright, as shown in Figure 4.12. The brake calliper is connected to the upright
(also see Figure 4.2). So with the wheel bearing being connected to the upright and the brake
moment being applied to the wheel bearing, the reactive brake moment is correctly supported
by the upright.

Figure 4.11 gives an illustration how the drive-shafts are installed in the Lupo. Visible is the
difference in the length of the drive shafts and installation angle due to the positioning and
orientation of the engine and gearbox. This asymmetric lay-out can be a source of torque
steer. Hereby the drive torque distributes unevenly over the driven wheels due to the drive
shafts being asymmetrical, which may cause the vehicle to pull to the left or right. This effect
is compensated for by balancing the torsional stiffness of the drive-shafts. The shorter shaft
is solid and the longer one tubular and hollow with a larger diameter. The length difference
of the shafts has been incorporated in the multi-body model, this specifies the location on
the subframe where the reactive torque is supported. The mass and inertia of the drive-shaft
are assumed to be small enough to be negligible.

x

Joint boot

CV joint

Spline to gearbox

Spline to wheel hub

Drive shaft

y

z

Spline to wheel hub

Figure 4.10: Schematic representation of a
constant velocity drive-shaft
with degrees of freedom.

Figure 4.11: Drive-shafts in the Lupo.
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Figure 4.12: Schematic representation of the wheel hub with connected drive-shaft.
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4.1.3 Anti-roll bar

The front suspension of the Lupo is fitted with an anti-roll bar (ARB). For the rear suspension,
the roll stiffness is provided by the twist-beam. In Figure 4.15a a similar ARB as found in
the Lupo is depicted. On the vehicle, the bushings are connected directly to the subframe
and thus form a rigid connection with the sprung mass of the vehicle. The ends of the
ARB connect with a ball joint type connector to the wishbone, close to the wheel hub.
These respective ends therefore move equally up and down with either the left or right front
suspension.

An ARB helps in reducing the body roll of a vehicle when cornering. When both wheels
move equally vertical, the lever arms move equally and the ARB will rotate in its bushings,
providing no torsional resistance. When the lever arms have a different vertical displacement,
a torsional force will be generated by the ARB since the lever arms unequal movement will
twist the center section of the ARB. This happens for example when cornering. Since the
vehicle COG usually is not on the roll axis of the vehicle, the lateral force will create a
moment about the roll axis that wants to roll the body. This creates forces at the four points
where the bar is attached to the vehicle, as illustrated in Figure 4.13. The anti-roll bar forces
applied to the suspension want to increase weight transfer to the outside tyre, the forces
acting on the vehicle body at the mounting points of the ARB reduce this by resisting body
roll.

Fbody
Fbody

FARB
FARB

Body roll

Frame

ARB torque

Figure 4.13: ARB forces during body roll [37].

Experiment

For this project, the ARB is modelled in the multi-body model. As mentioned, the ARB
only provides stiffness when the lever arms have a different vertical displacement. When this
happens the torque applied to the center section will result in a opposing force at the end link
locations, where the ARB is connected to the wishbones. The amount of force as function
of the relative motion between the end link locations of the lever arms, is of interest for the
multi-body model.

To determine the stiffness, a set-up is build which is depicted in Figure 4.15. The ARB is
removed from the Lupo and is, using the existing bushings, mounted to a heavy steel base
plate. On this plate, a steel arm is welded which rigidly connects one of the lever arms to
the same steel base plate. The other arm can move freely in vertical direction when a load
is applied. The positioning of the ARB in the set-up is such that the load is applied in the
direction as is the case on the vehicle.

The relative displacement of the lever arms is measured using two laser distance sensors.
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4.1. FRONT SUSPENSION

These are mounted on an independent overhead frame that rests on the ground. So any
movement of the steel base plate under load does not affect the sensors.

Before loaded measurements are executed, a reference measurement is done. Hereby the
distance from the laser sensors to each end link is recorded. The laser and force sensors use
data acquisition hard- and software available from the SEL/SOL laboratory. Measurements
are taken during 20 ms with a sampling rate of 1000 Hz, this provides 200 data points for a
measurement. These data points are subsequently averaged to obtain the distances and force
measured by the sensors.

The load is applied by suspending a load bar from the free lever arm, this bar can be loaded
with steel plates. Loaded measurements are taken with 5 kg intervals. The laser sensors have
a measurement range of 1.6-12 cm, a LED indicates whether the sensor is still in range. A
maximum load of 65 kg has been applied before the lever arm moves out of the range of the
sensor. The measuring equipment is sensitive enough to detect any oscillation of the loaded
arm so the load must be completely motionless before measuring the deflection.

The results of the unloaded measurement and following loaded measurements are shown in
Figure 4.14a. Visible in the plot is the deflection of the loaded arm with increasing weight.
Also, the fixed arm does deflect a little bit under load. This originates from the connector
that couples the ARB to the wishbone. This functions as a ball joint, which allows the ARB
to position itself relative to the wishbone. Although this connector itself is not flexible, there
is a little bit of play which is measured.

First, the absolute movement of each lever arm for the various loads is determined. The
corrected displacement of the loaded dARB,load,i, or fixed dARB,fix,i side follows by subtracting
the measured steady state displacement dARB,load,SS/dARB,fix,SS (0 N load) for the loaded
and fixed side from each measurement on the respective side.

dARB,load,corr,i = dARB,load,i − dARB,load,SS (4.8)

dARB,fix,corr,i = dARB,fix,i − dARB,fix,SS (4.9)

The relative displacement between the lever arms for each load, follows from subtracting the
corrected displacement of the fixed arm dARB,fix,corr,i from the corrected displacement of the
loaded arm dARB,load,corr,i:

dARB,relative(i) = dARB,load,corr,i − dARB,fix,corr,i (4.10)

Figure 4.14a shows a linear relation between the load on the free lever arm and the measured
displacement on that side. A polynomial of degree one can be fitted (in least squares sense) to
model this. In reality, the ARB does not produce a force if there is no relative displacement
between the ends of the lever arms. To ensure this in the model, the polynomial is fitted
with an equality constraint at the origin, the resulting relation equals:

FARB = 7315 dARB,relative (4.11)

This relation is plotted against the data points in Figure 4.14b. The quality of the fit can
be expressed with the coefficient of determination, or R-squared. The larger this value, the
more variability is explained by the fit. The coefficient follows from the sum of the squared
errors (SSE) and the sum of the squared total (SST).

R2 = 1 − SSE

SST
=

n∑
i=1

(yi − f(xi))
2

n∑
i=1

(yi − ȳ)2
(4.12)

For the fit an R2 of 0.9969 is obtained, which indicates an excellent fit.
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Figure 4.14: Measurement results on the ARB.
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(a) Schematic of test set-up. (b) Complete test set-up.

Figure 4.15: ARB test set-up.

Multi-body model implementation

The obtained relation is implemented in the multi-body model. To determine the relative
displacement of the ARB attachment points in the multi-body model, the position of a
dummy body is sensed with a body sensor. This body is added to the subframe of the front
suspension, on the location straight above where the ARB connects to the wishbone on either
side of the vehicle. On the vehicle, this point is on top of the wheel well on each side. Also,
the locations of the points were the ARB connects to the wishbones are sensed using dummy
bodies. With these four positions, a frame of reference points similar to that used in the
experiment set up is created.

Using these four locations, The length of the vector that spans the distance between the
reference points on either side can be calculated:

dARB,ref,left/right =
√

(xtop − xbottom)2 + (ytop − ybottom)2 + (ztop − zbottom)2 (4.13)

Top refers to the coordinates of the point on the wheel well, bottom refers to the connection
point of the ARB on the wishbone. The length difference between these vectors now provides
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the relative displacement between the arms of the ARB:

dARB,relative = dARB,ref,left − dARB,ref,right (4.14)

Evaluating Equation 4.11 for the obtained relative displacement provides the force the ARB
exerts. The longer of the two reference vectors rARB,ref,left or rARB,ref,left indicates the side
were the suspension is elongating due to the vehicle body rolling in the other direction. On
that side, the ARB applies the calculated force on the wishbone in the negative z-direction
of the wishbone local body frame, on the other side the force is applied positive.

As can be deducted from the front suspension lay out in Figure 4.1, the wishbone rotates
about the axis through the two connection points on the subframe. This means that the path
the connection point of the ARB on the wishbone describes is a curve, so the translation is
not purely vertical, it is however assumed that this error is small enough to be neglected.

It is discovered that due to a modelling mistake, the forces on the vehicle body, as depicted in
Figure 4.13, are currently not included in the multi-body. They need to be added to complete
the ARB model. Also, the directionality of the forces on the suspension needs to be switched.
Sorniotti [38] shows that the forces on the vehicle body Fbody, resulting from the ARB forces
FARB at the ends of the arms of the ARB can be described using:

Fbody =
FARB d1

d2
(4.15)

The distances d1 and d2 are illustrated in Figure 4.15a, FARB is the force that results from
the stiffness of the ARB as described by (4.11). The resulting forces can then be applied to
the vehicle body on the appropriate coordinates using body actuators.

4.2 Rear suspension

The rear suspension is a twist beam type suspension as depicted in Figure 4.16. This suspen-
sion is recognizable from its H-shape which is defined by the central twist- or torsion-beam
that connects the left and rear trailing arm. The twist-beam provides the roll stiffens for
the rear suspension. When the two rear wheels have a different vertical displacement, the
beam will act as a torsion element and as the ARB of the rear suspension. The Simulink
implementation is schematically depicted in Figure 4.17.

Figure 4.16: The twistbeam type rear suspension in a VW Lupo [40].
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Figure 4.17: Schematic representation of the rear suspension model in Simulink.

Static components

The dummy subframe is introduced to serve as the main carrier for the various suspension
components. On the vehicle, components connect directly to re-enforced areas of the body
shell. The subframe is therefore connect rigidly to the vehicle body with a weld joint.

The trailing arms connect the wheels to the twist beam and vehicle body, allowing the wheels
to move up and down. The connection to the subframe is made via custom joint with 5 DOF,
3 rotational and x and y translational. On the vehicle, this connection has a rubber bushing
which allows for some compliance. The compliance is modelled via the x and y translational
DOF. To model the rubber bushing, a joint spring and damper is introduced for the x and
y translational movement.

The twist-beam transversally connects the trailing arms, coupling them together. The twist-
beam is represented as a connection between the two trailing arms with one DOF, the rotation
around the y-axis. The torsional stiffness of the twist-beam is modelled by a joint spring
applied to the single DOF of the revolute joint.

Spring and damper

As can be seen in Figure 4.16, the spring and shock absorber connect to different points on
the trailing arm. When the wheel lifts, the suspension travel is limited by the length of the
extended damper. It hereby stops the arm descending too far thus preventing the coil spring
from unloading and falling out.

The spring force Fs,r is calculated using the spring stiffness ks,r, rear suspension travel zu,r
and initial spring length zu,r,0:

Fs,r = ks,r (zu,r − zu,r,0) (4.16)

The initial spring length zu,r,0, follows from the initial spring force Fs,r,0 and the spring
stiffness :

zu,r,0 =

(
Fs,r,0
kr,f

)
(4.17)

The initial spring force Fs,r,0 is calculated using the static vehicle weight and the axle loads.
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The spring constant for the diesel Lupo rear springs is 13900 N/m, for the electric Lupo
stiffer rear springs with 17000 N/m are used due to the increased vehicle weight [1].

The rear damper force Fd,r, is a non linear function of the speed, vu,r, with which the damper
compresses or rebounds:

Fd,r = f(vu,r) (4.18)

The force/speed curve has been discussed in Section 4.1.1. The curve is implemented using
a 1D lookup table with linear inter- and extrapolation.

As can be seen in Figure 4.17, the springs and dampers do not have a separate joint connecting
them to the subframe and respective trailing arms. Actuation of spring and damper forces is
realised with body actuators that actuate the trailing arm. The rear suspension travel zu,r
and speed vu,r is sensed using body sensors.

The modelling of the rear suspension discussed above, was already at hand at the start of
this project and is the combined result of various previous projects. Only the shock absorber
characteristics are modified.

4.3 Body

The body of the Lupo is a self supporting vehicle body shell. This means that the body shell
is a structural component that provides support and rigidity for the vehicle. The front and
rear suspension subframes bolt directly to the body in re-enforced areas. The original Lupo
body shell is made entirely from steel, for the lightweight 3L version, aluminium is used in
several locations to save weight. Modifications like side skirts and a rear bumper with diffuser
lower the coefficient of drag (Cd) from 0.32 to 0.29. More details on the body shell can be
found in [45].

In the multi-body model, the body shell is simplified to a single body block. Attributed to this
block is the body weight and inertia tensor. The front and rear axle subframes are connected
to this body block on the appropriate coordinates via a weld joint. Body parameters are
listed in Table F.5 and are based on the report of George [1], the body moments of inertia
of the diesel Lupo have been tuned by Loof [28].

The resistive force acting on the body is the air drag the vehicle experiences, this force is
applied in the local body frame in the longitudinal direction and is calculated according to:

Fair =
1

2
ρair Af Cd v

2
x (4.19)

The mass of both Lupo’s is measured using automotive scales underneath each wheel. Table
F.4 shows the results for various load cases.

The weight of the body shell is determined by subtracting the weight of the unsprung masses
from the total vehicle weight:

msprung = mv − (mu,front +mu,rear) (4.20)

Since most vehicle weight is attributed to the vehicle body, the body centre of gravity is
assumed to be equal to the centre of gravity for the whole vehicle.
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Body centre of gravity

Since the largest mass in the multi-body model is the vehicle body, the location of the centre
of gravity is important. The longitudinal position of the COG of the body with respect to
the front axle is calculated via:

COGx = −(mR/mv)l (4.21)

Where mv is the vehicle weight, and mr is the weight on the rear axle. The lateral position
is assumed to be situated at the vehicle plane of symmetry. Since the model origin is located
at the plane of symmetry, this coordinate has a value of zero. The height of the COG of the
diesel Lupo is determined by George at 0.55 m [1]. To calculate the height of the COG of
the electric Lupo, the following approach is used.

In [14], rules of thumb are presented that provide a bandwidth for determining the location
of the COG of a complete vehicle. These are derived from parameter values in a vehicle
database.

The vertical position of the COG with respect to the ground, COGz, for a vehicle with driver,
should lay in the range specified by dividing COGz by the height of the vehicle hv:

0.35 <
COGz
hv

< 0.43 (4.22)

Evaluating (4.22) for diesel Lupo parameter values yields 0.37. The electric Lupo is heavier
than the diesel Lupo, furthermore the weight is distributed lower to the ground due to the
location of the battery packs, as shown in Figure 3.2. Therefore, the vertical position of the
vehicle COG is lower. Since the electric Lupo is relatively heavy for its size, it is assumed
to be situated at the lower end of the bandwidth specified by (4.22). Assuming 0.35 yields
COGz = 0.51 m.

Table 4.2 shows the obtained coordinates of the COG for both vehicles. Due to the higher
and differently distributed weight, the location of the COG of the electric Lupo is furhter to
the rear and closer to the ground.

Table 4.2: Position of the body COG in meters with respect to model origin.

x-coordinate y-coordinate z-coordinate

COGbody,D -0.88 0 0.55

COGbody,EL -0.97 0 0.51

Body inertia

The inertia tensor of the vehicle body also needs to be adjusted for the different weight and
weight distribution of the electric Lupo versus the diesel Lupo. George [1] provides the inertia
tensor for the body of the diesel Lupo, these have been tuned by Loof [28] to the following
values:

IBody,D =


Ixx Ixy Ixz

Iyx Iyy Iyz

Izx Izy Izz

 =


330 0 0

0 1240 0

0 0 1365

 (4.23)
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The vehicle weight distribution is assumed symmetrical about the x − z plane, the inertia
tensor furthermore is always symmetric, this yields that Ixy = Iyz = Iyx = Izy = 0. The
vehicle weight is not distributed evenly about the y − z plane. The remaining non-diagonal
elements are however assumed to be small enough to be negligible: Ixz = Izx = 0.

In [14], further rules of thumb provide a bandwidth for the elements of the vehicle inertia
tensor. The moment of inertia about the x-axis, Ixx, should lay in the range specified by the
vehicle weight mv and the track-width w, according to:

0.14 <
Ixx

mv w2
< 0.19 (4.24)

The moment of inertia about the y-axis, Iyy, should lay in the range specified by the vehicle
weight mv and the wheelbase l, according to:

0.20 <
Iyy
mv l2

< 0.25 (4.25)

The moment of inertia about the z-axis, Izz, should lay in the range specified by the vehicle
weight mv and the wheelbase l, according to:

0.22 <
Izz
mv l2

< 0.26 (4.26)

If Ixx=330 kgm2 from (4.23) is assumed, mv=885 kg (diesel Lupo weight) and w=1.42 m
(trackwidth), then (4.24) yields 0.17. To estimate Ixx for the electric Lupo, it is assumed
that the difference in mass of the electric Lupo is comparatively concentrated along the
x-axis as in the diesel Lupo, thus the roll inertia changes proportionally. Assuming that
Ixx/(mv w

2)=0.17, mv=1069 kg (electric Lupo weight) and w=1.42 m (trackwidth). This
yields Ixx = 384 kgm2 for the electric Lupo.

If Iyy=1240 kgm2 from (4.23) is assumed, mv=885 kg (diesel Lupo weight) and l=2.321 m
(wheelbase), then (4.25) yields 0.24. For the electric Lupo, there is additional mass located
to the rear of the vehicle due to battery pack 2 and 3 (see Table C.2), this will increase
the pitch inertia. It is therefore assumed that Iyy/(mv l

2)=0.25, mv=1069 kg (electric Lupo
weight) and l=2.321 m (wheelbase). This yields Iyy = 1500 kgm2 for the electric Lupo.

If Izz=1365 kgm2 from (4.23) is assumed, mv=885 kg (diesel Lupo weight) and l=2.321
m (wheelbase), then (4.26) yields 0.26. It is assumed that the mass of the battery packs
increases the inertia about the vertical axis of the electric Lupo. It is therefore assumed
that Izz/(mv l

2)=0.27, mv=1069 kg (electric Lupo weight) and l=2.321 m (wheelbase). This
yields Izz = 1620 kgm2 for the electric Lupo.

This results in the following inertia tensors for the diesel and electric Lupo:

IBody,D =


330 0 0

0 1240 0

0 0 1365

 (4.27)

IBody,EL =


384 0 0

0 1500 0

0 0 1620

 (4.28)
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4.4 Tyres

The tyre dynamics are included via the MF-Tyre/MF-Swift software package from TNO
(Nederlandse Organisatie voor toegepast-natuurwetenschappelijk onderzoek), which consists
of a dedicated block for Simulink (see Figure 4.18).

User specified inputs are: the road profile, tyre paremeters, rim parameters and tyre property
scaling factors. Tyre parameters are listed in Appendix F.5.

The 3L Lupo is equipped with the following tyres: Michelin 155/65R14 (FL, FR and RR
wheels) and Vredestein 155/65R14 (RL wheel). The EL Lupo is equipped with: Michelin
165/65R14 (all wheels).

For simulations, a tyre property file for a Continental 155/65R14 tyre is available. At the
time of this project, the 3L Lupo is equipped with one Vredestein tyre and three Michelin
tyres. Most likely, the 3L was equipped with Continental tyres, which have been replaced
with Michelin and Vredestein tyres. No tyre properties file for the larger Michelin tyres on
the Lupo EL is available.

The only available parameter file is used for both the 3L and EL model. For a future iteration
of the multi-body model, it is recommended that the 3L is fitted with four equal tyres and
that appropriate tyre property files of the 3L and EL tyres are created.

For simulations, the tyre dynamics are specified via a single variable that controls tyres set-
tings in the software package. This is the ’usemode’ as specified in the tyre properties file.
For left tyres the usemode is 1124, for right tyres 2124. This specifies the following oper-
ating mode: Tyre side(1 or 2): Left or Right, Contact method (1): Smooth-road, Dynamics
(2): Relaxation-behaviour, non-linear, Slip forces (4): Combined. The tyre side deals with
asymmetry in the tyre and thus whether it should be used on the left or right hand side
of the vehicle. Smooth road contact point specifies the contact method as being a single
point. Relaxation behaviour dynamics includes transient effects (< 10Hz, non-linear) and
tyre relaxation. Slip forces is set to combined to include the combined slip Magic Formula
equations.

The origin of the tyre parameters and the related tyre property file is not known at this
point. For now it is thus assumed that the tyre parameters and use-mode are suitable for
simulations conducted with the multi-body model.
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Figure 4.18: Tyre block in Simulink.

4.5 Summary

The modelling of the front and rear suspension, the vehicle body and tyres is introduced in
this chapter. Some adjustments have been made to the existing model. The anti-roll bar has
been remodelled, including experiments to derive its stiffness. Shock absorber characteristics
have been analysed using measurement data obtained with a dedicated test rig. The location
of the COG of the electric Lupo as well as the inertia tensor of the vehicle body have been
estimeated. Also, a drive-shaft model has been added to correctly distribute torques through
the front suspension. The tyre properties files that do not match the installed tyres is an
open area for improvement.
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5. Driving systems

This chapter discusses all subsystems that are related to driving a Lupo. First, the electric
and diesel power-trains models are presented, the electric power-train modelling being novel
for this project. Hereafter, the steering system and brakes are discussed. Finally the driver
model and relevant solver settings are introduced. Besides the electric power-train, the brake
system model as well as a part of the driver model have been improved.

5.1 Electric powertrain

A schematic representation of the Lupo EL powertrain is shown in Figure 5.1. The electric
motor and a single gear reduction gearbox, are via drive-shafts connected to the front wheels.
An open differential is assumed that equally divides the drive-torque between the left and
right front wheels. The amount of torque generated by the electric motor depends on the
current provided to the motor, which is controlled by the inverter. The inverter torque
request is modulated by the PLC using a Pulse Width Modulation signal, which ranges from
0 to 250 in 250 discrete steps. The electric motor and implemented software is set up for
both tractive and regenerative application. PWM 0 corresponds to a maximum regenerative
torque request, using the motor as a generator, recharging the battery and also decelerating
the vehicle by generating a negative torque. PWM 250 prescribes a maximum tractive or
driving torque request to the inverter. A PWM value of 50 corresponds with a torque request
of 0, thus implying coasting of the vehicle. Using a digital-analog converter, the digital PWM
signal is converted before being input to the inverter. More technical specifications of the
powertrain are listed in Appendix C in Table C.1.

Inverter

Reduction

M

Motor

Drive shaft

Wheel

PWM [0-250]

T [Nm]
Battery

PLC

D/A

[0-5V]

I [A]

Figure 5.1: Schematic representation of the electric power-train.

5.1.1 OPD algorithm

In 2015, van Boekel [17] developed a custom One Pedal Drive algorithm (OPD) which allows
the Lupo EL to be accelerated and decelerated using only the accelerator pedal. To decel-
erate the vehicle, the electric motor is used a generator which slows the vehicle down and
simultaneously charges the battery. The OPD is programmed into the PLC. The OPD/PLC
generates a PWM value based on accelerator position and vehicle speed. This PWM value
in combination with specific motor settings regulates the motor torque output. The OPD
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5.1. ELECTRIC POWERTRAIN

algorithm is tuned to produce a PWM value that leads to safe and comfortable decelerations
when regenerating, while also meeting acceleration requirements throughout the combined
accelerator position/vehicle speed domain.

The multi-body implementation of this algorithm is done via a 2D lookup table, which is a
result of the project of van Boekel [17]. The table elements are the PWM values, denoted in
decimal values. The variables in the two table dimensions are the accelerator pedal position
and the vehicle speed. The vehicle speed varies from 0-130 km/h with increments of 0.5, the
accelerator position from 0-100 % also with 0.5 increments. This yields a 261x201 table with
52461 operating points within the described domain. A visualization of the accelerator pedal
map can be found in Appendix E in Figure E.1.

For this project, one adaptation is made to this table. The (1, 1) table entry, the PWM
value for 0% accelerator and 0 km/h vehicle speed, is changed from 45 to 50, as shown in
Figure E.2. Van Boekel [17] chose the value of 45 to achieve standstill on a downward slope
by applying a small negative torque request. However, PWM 45 leads to a regenerative
motor torque, so at standstill the vehicle will start to drive in reverse. Which means that the
vehicle would not be able to actually stand still with a released accelerator pedal. Therefore,
the coasting PWM value of 50 is implemented at the zero accelerator position/zero velocity
point, this prescribes zero torque to the powertrain at that setpoint.

5.1.2 Electric motor torque map

In 2014, Kokke [16] performed power train efficiency measurements on the Lupo EL using
the dynamometer set up in the AES lab of the TU/e. An outcome of this research is a
torque-map of the electric motor for various PWM and motor speed (ωEM ) set-points. To
determine this mapping the following steps are taken:

First, the Lupo is placed on the dynamometer and the reference dynamometer power Pdyno,ref
necessary to rotate the dynamometer and Lupo powertrain without propulsion or regeneration
is recorded. The Lupo has a fixed reduction iEL, so for an angular velocity of the electric
motor ωEM , the dynamometer velocity vdyno (km/h) can be calculated using the wheel radius
rw via:

vdyno = 3.6ωEM iEL rw (5.1)

An electro motor angular velocity is chosen and the dynamometer is set to the according
velocity in constant velocity mode. The PWM value input to the electric motor is now
varied between 0 and 250. Depending on the velocity and PWM value, the electric motor
produces a regenerative, coasting or tractive torque. The dynamometer records the torque
necessary to maintain the set velocity. Using the recorded dynamometer torque and velocity,
the dynamometer power, Pdyno, is calculated for the various PWM input values. The power
of the Lupo electric motor, PLupo, is finally calculated by subtracting the reference power:

−PLupo = Pdyno − Pdyno,ref (5.2)

The torque produced by the electric motor during a measurement, TEM , can subsequently
be calculated by dividing the Lupo power by the rotational speed of the electro motor ωEM .

TLupo =
PLupo
ωEM

(5.3)

This process is repeated for a range of electro motor speeds (ωEM ). Note that the sign of
the Lupo power is opposite to the dynamometer power. Because in the regenerative domain
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the Lupo provides a negative torque, which the dynamometer compensates with a positve
torque to maintain the set velocity. In the tractive domain the opposite holds.

The results of these measurements are three tables containing the torque output of the electric
motor based on the PWM value being input into the motor and the angular velocity of the
motor. If the PWM value is: 0 ≤ PWM < 50, the motor is in the regenerative domain and
prescribes a negative torque which uses the motor as a generator to slow the vehicle down
and also recharge the battery. If PWM=50, the motor is in the coasting domain, providing
no torque output. If the PWM value is: 50 < PWM ≤ 250, the motor is in the tractive
domain and prescribes a drive torque to the powertrain. The tables are listed in Appendix
E, some entries are estimated to make the tables suitable for use as look up table in the
multi-body model.

5.1.3 Multi-body model implementation

Using the accelerator pedal position and the vehicle speed, a PWM value is generated by
the lookup table provided by van Boekel [17], as discussed in Section 5.1.1. The necessary
accelerator pedal position follows from the driver model and the vehicle speed is calculated
using the average front wheel velocity. The resulting PWM value is saturated between 0 and
250 to ensure that the motor torque lookup table, which uses the PWM value as input, does
not extrapolate beyond the known table limits.

The electric motor speed is calculated using the average front wheel velocity and the electric
gearbox reduction ratio:

ωEM =
1

2
(ωw,FL + ωw,FR) iEL (5.4)

Using the calculated electric motor speed ωEM , the calculated PWM value and the torque
lookup tables, the motor torque, TEM , is determined. The torque to the left and right front
wheel is then calculated via:

TFL = TFR =
1

2
TEM τlimiter iEL (5.5)

The calculated drive torque, TFL and TFR, is applied to the wheel bearing as explained in
Section 4.1.2.

A motor torque limiter controls the maximum angular velocity of the electric motor with
the variable τlimiter. The value of this variable as function of the motor speed is plotted
in Figure 5.2. The limiter limits the torque above 10000 RPM and becomes zero for the
maximum motor speed of 10500 RPM, as specified in Table C.1. A decrease in limiter
fraction from 10000-10500 RPM is preferred over a switch from 1 to 0 at 10500 RPM to
obtain a continuous function value. This does reduce the motor torque output between
10000 and 10500 RPM. However, above 10000 RPM no measurement data is available on
the motor torque. The motor torque in this range will be estimated by extrapolation of the
lookup table, which means that above 10000 RPM the model output should be considered
with care anyway. With a reduction ratio of 8.654 and tyre radius of 0.28 m, the theoretical
top speed of the Lupo EL with 10500 RPM is 128 km/h.

If the PWM value indicates that the motor is in regenerative domain, but regenarative braking
is switched off. The motor torque value output by the motor torque lookup table is overruled
and a motor torque, TEM , of zero is output.
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Figure 5.2: Limiter fraction τlimiter as function of electro motor RPM. Maximum motor speed is
10500 RPM.

5.2 Diesel powertrain

The parameters and modelling for the diesel powertrain is inherited from previous projects
and not modified during this project. Table F.6 lists the specifications of the diesel powertrain,
detailed information on the engine and gearbox can be found in [43] and [44].

The torque output of the diesel power-train to the front wheels is assumed to be split equally
over the front wheels by an open differential. The torque to the front wheels is calculated with
the diesel motor torque TDM , the motor torque limiter fraction τlimiter and the accelerator
pedal fraction τacclerator according to:

TFL = TFR =
1

2
TDM τlimiter τthrottle (5.6)

The calculated drive torque TFL and TFR is subsequently applied to the wheel bearing as
explained in Section 4.1.2.

The accelerator pedal fraction τacclerator, is a value between 0 and 1 and is calculated by the
driver model. This resembles the accelerator pedal input by the driver.

The diesel motor torque TDM,max is calculated using the maximum diesel motor power
PDM,max, the maximum diesel motor torque TDM , the first gear ratio iD,1, the fifth gear
ratio iD,5, the final reduction ratio iD,f and the average front wheel velocity ωw (in RPM)
via:

TDM = min

 TDM,max iD,1 iD,f

PDM,max/(ωw iD,5 iD,f )
(5.7)

The resulting diesel motor torque curve is plotted in Figure 5.3.

The variable τlimiter limits the motor torque and hereby control the maximum motor speed,
the curve is plotted in Figure 5.4. By multiplying the motor torque with the variable τlimiter,
the motor torque is reduced to zero at 4250 RPM.

The powertrain provides either maximum torque or maximum power. This is a simplification
of reality, as a gearbox with multiple gears is present. But, since the focus of the model is on
simulating vehicle dynamics, this implementation is sufficient to prescribe a driving torque
to the front wheels in the multi-body model.
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Figure 5.3: Torquemap for the diesel powertrain.
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Figure 5.4: Limiter fraction, RPMmax = 4250.

5.3 Steering system

The standard Volkswagen Lupo is equipped with a hydraulic power steering system, the Lupo
3L can be equipped with a special electro-mechanical power steering system [45]. The steering
is a rack and pinion type system as depicted in Figure 5.5. Considering the diesel Lupo, the
steering system is modified during the project of Jan Loof [28]. The electric powersteering
motor can now be controlled by dSpace. The steering system of the electric Lupo is not
modified.

The steering system model for the diesel Lupo is depicted in Figure 5.7. The system can be
broken down in four main components: the steering wheel, the steering column, the steering
rack and the assistance motor. The steering wheel angle is specified as a simulation input.
The motion is transmitted via the steering column to the rack. If an assistance torque is
provided by the electric motor, it is specified as a simulation input and applied to the steering
column. If the assistance motor is switched off, no assistance torque is provided.

The steering wheel and column are modelled as an equivalent inertia, connected by the torsion
bar stiffness and steering column stiffness and damping. The steering wheel motion deflects
the steering column, this results in a torque being transmitted through the column. This
torque then rotates the pinion, which translates the rack.

Within the steering rack, the rotational movement of the pinion is converted into translational
movement of the rack. The rack is coupled to the track rods, these relay the motion to the
steering knuckles and turn the front wheels. The model of the rack includes a feedback loop
with a position dependent friction model. The friction the rack generates increases linearly
when it translates from the center position (steering straight) towards its outer ends (full
turn). This means that steering gets progressively heavier as the steering wheel angle is
increased. For more details see the work of Loof [28].

Using turnplates, the steering ratio of both vehicles is determined for various steering wheel
angles. The steering ratio is, is the ratio between the turn of the steering wheel δsw and the
turn of the front wheels δw:

is =


δw,FL

δsw
δw,FR

δsw

(5.8)

In Figure 5.6, the determined front wheel angles are plotted against the steering wheel angle
input, the steering wheel is turned counterclockwise (left hand turn). Both Lupos have
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Ackermann steering geometry, hereby the inner wheel has a greater steering angle then the
outer wheel. This is also observed in Figure 5.6, the front left wheel has a larger angle than
the front right wheel during a left hand turn. Due to the Ackermann geometry, the steering
ratio is taken as the average from the measurements on the left and right side. The steering
ratio for the diesel Lupo is determined at 17.2 and for the electric Lupo at 22.6.

This difference is explained by the diesel Lupo being equipped with an electro-mechanical
power steering system and the electric Lupo not. Without power steering, more steering
wheel effort is necessary from the driver to make a turn. To reduce this effort, the steering
ratio of the electric Lupo is increased.

It is assumed that the mechanical components of the steering system in the real vehicle’s
are identical, apart from the determined reduction ratio. Therefore, the available steering
system model is used for both the diesel and electric Lupo model. In the electric vehicle
model, the steering ratio is adjusted accordingly. The validation will show that this different
ratio indeed delivers satisfactory lateral and yaw dynamics for the electric Lupo.

Figure 5.5: Components in the steering system
[35].
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Figure 5.6: Front wheel angles vs. steering
wheel angle for both Lupo’s.
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Figure 5.7: Schematic representation of the steering system model.
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5.4 Brakes

The brake system of the diesel and electric Lupo is schematically depicted in Figure 5.8. The
front axle is fitted with disc brakes and the rear with drum brakes. When the brake pedal is
pressed, the pedal force is amplified by the brake booster. Subsequently, hydraulic pressure is
build up in the master cylinder which is applied to the individual brakes. Using the hydraulic
pressure, the disc brakes clamp friction pads against the spinning brake disc using a caliper,
generating brake moment. The drum brakes press brake shoes against the inside of the brake
drum. The brake system is furthermore equipped with several safety sytems (not displayed):
ABS, EBD, ESBS and EBC [42], these are briefly explained in Appendix G.

1

2

3
4

5

8

7

6

Figure 5.8: Layout of a dual diagonal split hydraulic brake system [33] with front disc brakes and rear
drum brakes. 1 Master cylinder, 2 Brake fluid reservoir, 3 Vacuum booster, 4 Parking
brake, 5 Brake cylinder, 6 Brake caliper, 7 Brake pedal, 8 Brake shoe.

The brake torque is applied to the wheel bearing as explained in Section 4.1.2. This project
aims to further detail the braking system by incorporating the brake system pressure and
brake pedal position.

The electric Lupo can measure these parameters via sensors installed during the conversion.
With the dynamometer at the TU/e the brake force on each axle is determined. From
the measurements, the relation between brake force, brake pressure and pedal position is
determined. The measurements are validated using braking experiments with the electric
Lupo.

5.4.1 Braking dynamics

The longitudinal dynamics of a vehicle during braking can be described with:

mv,e ax = −Fb − Fair − Fr − Fg (5.9)

To include the inertia of the electric motor and wheels, the effective mass mv,e, is higher than
the vehicle mass. Broeksteeg [10] found that multiplying the vehicle weight with a factor 1.05
is a fair estimate to include this. Furthermore, ax is the longitudinal deceleration, Fair the
air drag, Fr the rolling resistance of the tyres, Fg the gravitational component when driving
on a slope and Fb the braking force at the wheels. Note that the longitudinal acceleration is
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negative during braking. The forces are calculated via:

Fb = µ (mv g) (5.10)

Fair =
1

2
ρair Af Cd v

2
x (5.11)

Fr = Crmv g cos(α) (5.12)

Fg = mv g sin(α) (5.13)

With Af the vehicle frontal area, Cd the vehicle coefficient of air drag, vx the longitudinal
velocity, g the gravitational acceleration and ρair the air density. The road slope αslope is
zero for the calculations since testing is performed on flat surfaces. Cr is the tyre rolling
resistance coefficient. For passenger cars driving on concrete or asphalt a value of 0.01 is a
fair estimate. µ is the tyre adhesive or friction coefficient, combined with the vertical force,
it determines the braking force that the tyres can transfer. The vertical force on the tyres
follows from the vehicle mass mv and the gravitational acceleration g.

Typical values for tyre friction coefficient µ for a passenger car on a dry clean surface are
between 0.9-1.2 [14]. This value decreases significantly if the surface is wet or icy, therefore
braking tests with the vehicle need to be conducted on a dry clean road.

5.4.2 Dynamometer and vehicle tests

Dynamometer test

The brake force is first measured using the dynamometer at the TU/e. Both wheels of an
axle are placed on the drum as depicted in Figure 5.13 and the vehicle is secured with straps.
By linking the CAN-bus of the Lupo to the dSpace of the dynamometer, signals are measured
simultaneously. To avoid brake fading, the brakes are cooled with a powerful air stream and
testing is done with breaks. The roller bench is set in constant velocity mode at 30 km/h. In
this mode the dynamometer applies a torque to keep the drum speed constant, this torque
and the drum speed are measured. Regenerative braking is switched off in the Lupo so it
does not influence testing.

Using the tablet in the Lupo as reference, the brakes are applied with 5 bar intervals and held
for a few seconds to achieve a steady brake pressure. At 55 bar brake pressure, the vehicle
started ’bouncing’ on the drum, for safety reasons the tests are limited to that pressure.

First, a steady state reference measurement is performed to determine the torque necessary
to rotate the dynamometer drum with the freely rolling Lupo running gear at 30 km/h.

The Lupo brake force of an axle per measurement follows from the measured dynamometer
torque Tdyno, the steady state dynamometer torque Tdyno,SS and the dynamometer drum
radius rdyno:

Fb =
(Tdyno − Tdyno,SS)

rdyno
(5.14)

The brake torque for an axle is given by:

Tb = Fb rw (5.15)

with, Fb the brake force at the wheels of an axle, Tb the brake torque the Lupo delivers
per axle and rw the Lupo wheel radius. The results are shown in Figure 5.9. Through the
measurement points, a polynomial of order one is fitted. Zero brake torque for the front
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brakes corresponds to 1 bar and for the rear brakes 3 bar, this realized with an equality
constraint in the polynomial fit. This models the pressure build up necessary to bring the
brakes in to contact with the brake disc or drum. For the front, respectively rear axle fit an
R2 of 0.9986 and 0.9970 is obtained, this confirms the quality of the fit.

Vehicle test

To validate the dynamometer measurements, vehicle tests are performed on a flat dry road.
The electric Lupo is accelerated several times to various speeds, and a constant brake pressure
is applied until the vehicle comes to a complete stop. At high brake pressures, it is made sure
that the tyres do not slip or the ABS systems intervenes. Rewriting Equation 5.9 yields:

Fb = −mv,e ax − Fair − Fr − Fg (5.16)

This equation is evaluated with measured deceleration data and plotted together with the
results of the dynamometer experiment, the result is shown in Figure 5.10.

From the figure it can be concluded that the dynamometer experiment yields higher braking
force than can be explained with road test measurement data. It is determined that scaling
the dynamometer results down with 17% yields a combined brake force that matches the
road test data.

It is suspected that the installed braking safety systems affect the measurements. When the
rear axle is tested on the dynamometer, the brake lights come on when the drum starts to
rotate. The ABS system detects that the rear wheels are spinning and the front are not,
so it might assume wheel lock of the front wheels and possibly adapt the brake pressure.
Furthermore, it is not known how the EBD distributes the brake pressure between the front
and rear axle. At the moment it is assumed that the pressure is equal. However, it is likely
that this distribution is not equal and furthermore not constant. The rear wheels have little
vertical load and need less brake pressure than the front wheels to avoid wheel lock. The EBD
software that manages fore/aft brake pressure distribution is a ’black box’. A solution would
be to use a ’rolling road’ to test the brakes. Both axles are then powered simultaneously
which should avoid the ABS intervening. Also, a separate pressure sensor for the front and
rear brakes would be useful to accurately determine the actual system pressures.
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Figure 5.9: Electric lupo brake torque per axle for various brake pressures, tested on the dynamome-
ter.
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Figure 5.10: Brake force determined form vehicle tests vs. dynamometer tests.

Brake pedal position

For the multi-body model, the goal is to present the brake pedal position belonging to a
certain brake torque request and brake pressure. Vice versa it should also be possible to
specify the brake pedal position as input and generate a brake torque and pressure as output.

This relation turned out to be difficult to describe in a model. This is illustrated by Fig-
ure 5.11. In this figure, three measurements are plotted. As can be seen, there is hysteresis
on the brake pressure. Furthermore, there is a dependency on the pedal operation speed and
possibly force, which is not recorded. The pedal characteristic is thus complex. This is also
illustrated by by Figure 5.12. Here, Dairou et al. [36] visualize the variables that comprise
a typical brake pedal characteristic. The pedal displacement ultimately results in a brake
pressure. How this pedal displacement is applied throughout the brake stroke determines
the resulting brake pressure and the hysteresis loop. This is rather complex and not further
investigated here.
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Figure 5.11: Brake pedal position vs. brake pressure for various pedal actuation speeds.
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Figure 5.12: Typical brake pedal characteristic
[36].

Figure 5.13: Lupo on the dynamometer.

5.4.3 Multi-body model implementation

The data obtained with the dynamometer test is used to model the brake system. The
brake controller in the driver model calculates the required brake torque. This torque then
determines the brake pressure and brake pedal position.

Using polynomial fits shown in Figure 5.9, equations for the front and rear axle brake torque
are determined, the brake torque per wheel is half the brake torque of an axle:

Tb,FL = Tb,FR = max

(
−1

2
tanh(5ωw)(38(pb − 1)), 0

)
(5.17)

Tb,RL = Tb,RR = max

(
−1

2
tanh(5ωw)(7.23(pb − 3)), 0

)
(5.18)

with pb the brake system pressure and ωw the angular velocity of the respective wheel.
A hyperbolic tangent function is used to ensure that the brake moment is always applied
opposite to the rotation direction of the wheel. Also, since the function crosses the origin,
the vehicle will remain stationary if the brakes are applied at standstill.

The polynomial of the combined front and rear axle brake torque is:

Tb,total = Tb,f + Tb,r = max (45.23(pb − 1.3195), 0) (5.19)

With Tb the axle brake torque and pb the brake system pressure. The inverse equals:

Tb,total
−1 = pb = (Tb,total − 59.63)/45.3 (5.20)

Evaluating (5.20) for the required brake torque yields the brake system pressure pb. The
brake pressure is then substituted in (5.17) and (5.18) to determine the brake torque per
wheel, which is applied to the individual wheel bearings as explained in Section 4.1.2.

The pedal position is determined by two curves, as plotted in Figure 5.11. Given the brake
pressure, the estimate for the pedal position equals:

βb =


1

0.1905 pb if 0 ≤ pb < 8

pb+44.8612
1.2586 if 8 ≤ pb < 81

100 else

(5.21)
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With βb [%] the brake pedal position.

Within this project, this is the best implementation that could be achieved. The brakes
should be reconsidered in the future. Hereto, the influence of the brake safety systems and
the interaction should be investigated further. If possible, dedicated pressure sensors for the
front and rear brakes should be installed. Also, a more detailed pedal position model should
be developed.

5.5 Driver model

In the multi-body model, several system require input signals to conduct a simulation. For
example: the steering system needs a steering wheel angle input, the motor needs an accel-
erator pedal position input to drive the vehicle and for braking, a brake torque request is
necessary. To provide such signals to the model, the driver block is used.

The user can specify time histories for signals that control the vehicle and thus specify the
simulation. The signals that can be prescribed are:

� Vehicle speed [m/s]

� Accelerator pedal position (scaled between 0-1) [-]

� Steering wheel angle [rad]

� Brake torque request [Nm]

Furthermore, the user has the option to use a cruise and brake controller. The cruise control
has to be used in combination with a prescribed vehicle speed signal, it tracks this reference
by controlling the accelerator pedal position. If the vehicle needs to slow down using the
brakes during a simulation, the user can either specify the brake torque signal or activate the
brake controller. The cruise and brake controller both use the prescribed vehicle speed as a
reference. The steering, accelerator pedal and brake torque signals are input open loop into
the model. This logic is depicted in 5.14

The control structure for the cruise and brake controller was available at the start of this
project. The original brake controller is adapted with a new regenerative torque and brake
logic. The cruise and brake controller are discussed separately now.

5.5.1 Cruise controller

The cruise controller logic is depicted in Figure 5.15. The reference vehicle velocity is the user
specified time history, the actual vehicle velocity is the average front wheel velocity from the
simulation. The feedback and feed forward controller generate a control signal, which is the
amount of drive torque necessary to track the reference. This is divided by the torque output
the motor generates at the simulated vehicle speed. The resulting signal is interpreted as the
accelerator pedal position signal. The saturation block ensures that the accelerator pedal
position is kept between 0 and 1. The cruise controller model is inherited, for the electric
Lupo cruise control different motor characteristics are inserted.

The feedback controller is a PI controller according to:

Tfeedback = P ev + P I
1

s
ev (5.22)
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Figure 5.14: Schematic of the driver block logic.

With, ev the vehicle speed error, s the Laplace variable and P ,I the proportional and integral
gains.

The feed forward part includes a force component to compensate for the acceleration of the
mass of the vehicle and a component to compensate for air drag:

Tfeedforward, = Kfa v̇x,ref +Kfv vx,ref (5.23)

With, vx,ref the reference velocity, Kfa the mass feed forward parameter and Kfv the air
drag feed forward parameter.

The scaling value Tmotor is based on the motor characteristics. It is the maximum torque the
diesel or electric motor can deliver at the input vehicle velocity vx,actual.

The expressions for the controller parameters are listed in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Cruise controller parameters.

Lupo 3L Lupo EL

P 4mv,D rw,D 4mv,EL rw,EL

I 0.2 · 2π 0.2 · 2π

Kfa mv,D rw,D mv,EL rw,EL

Kfv
1
2 ρair CdAv v

2
x,ref rw,D

1
2 ρair CdAv v

2
x,ref rw,EL

The original controller tracked the vehicle speed reference but with large error. However,
controller development was not foreseen for the scope of this project. To obtain acceptable
tracking of the vehicle speed signal, the proportional gain of the feedback controller in the
cruise controller is tuned from 0.1 to 4.
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Figure 5.15: Cruise controller control scheme.

5.5.2 Brake controller

A torque based brake controller was available at the start of this project. However, the
original design caused problems when switching between driving and braking. Furthermore,
regenerative braking of the electric power train has to be included. A new logic to deter-
mine when the brakes need to be applied or released is designed. The amount of necessary
braking torque is also calculated by the brake controller. The controller logic is depicted in
Figure 5.16.

The feedback controller and the feed forward part are identical to the cruise controller,
including equal proportional, integrator and feed forward gains. The calculated torque is
now the brake torque necessary to slow the vehicle down.

The regenerative torque logic determines the amount of regenerative torque being generated
by the electric Lupo, if this is turned on. For safety reasons, the OPD algorithm is tuned
such that the maximum vehicle deceleration due to regenerative torque is no more than 2
m/s2. This deceleration is reduced at higher vehicle velocities.

The results of the project on the OPD algorithm [17] include a table with vehicle accelerations
and decelerations that are achieved for a combination of accelerator pedal position and vehicle
speed. This makes it possible to determine the maximum deceleration the vehicle can achieve
at a given vehicle speed. If the speed reference trajectory prescribes a higher deceleration,
the friction brakes should be applied additionally. In that case, the maximum regenerative
braking torque that can be generated by the OPD, at the speed the vehicle is momentarily
driving at, is applied to the power-train. This regenerative braking torque is held until the
friction brakes are released again. The amount of regenerative braking torque is calculated
locally by the brake controller according to the same procedure described in Section 5.1 of
the electric power-train.

If regenerative braking is turned off, or if the diesel Lupo is considered, the maximum de-
celeration the vehicle can obtain is estimated with the air drag and the rolling resistance,
according to:

ax = −(Fair + Fr)/mv (5.24)

Fair =
1

2
ρair Af Cd v

2
x (5.25)

Fr = Crmv g (5.26)

If the speed reference trajectory prescribes a higher deceleration, the friction brakes are
applied. This logic currently does not compensate for the vehicle driving on a sloped road.

This logic causes chattering. The brake controller constantly switches the friction brakes on
and off when the vehicle speed is hovering around the reference speed. Therefore a ’dead-
zone’ is introduced. When the tracking error on the vehicle speed is: −0.54 ≤ ev ≤ 0.54
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[km/h], the friction brakes are applied and the speed reference trajectory does not prescribe
an acceleration, the friction brakes remain applied. The resulting brake ON/OFF signal as
depicted in 5.16, is 1 if the brakes are applied, and 0 if they are released.

So to summarize, apply friction brakes if all conditions are met:

� Reference speed is decreasing with respect to previous time step

� Vehicle velocity error ev, is below -0.54 km/h

� Electric Lupo, regen ON: Reference velocity deceleration > maximum deceleration from
OPD at current vehicle speed

� Electric Lupo, regen OFF and diesel Lupo: Reference velocity deceleration > maximum
deceleration from air drag and rolling resistance

Hold friction brakes until all conditions are met:

� Vehicle velocity tracking error is above 0.54 km/h

� Electric Lupo, regen ON: maximum deceleration from OPD at current vehicle speed >
necessary deceleration required by reference trajectory.

� Electric Lupo, regen OFF and diesel Lupo: maximum deceleration from air drag and
rolling resistance > necessary deceleration required by reference trajectory.

Also, for the electric Lupo with regenerative braking switched ON. The regenerative braking
torque of the electric motor at moment of friction brake application is calculated, applied
and held until brakes are released. Joost van Boekel [17] implemented this to offer a constant
and predictable brake performance.

The brake and regenerative torque logic for the electric Lupo is included in Appendix G
in Figure G.1, and for the diesel Lupo in Figure G.2, comments are inserted to clarify the
modelling.

With the modifications to the brake controller, a functioning driver model is obtained. The
validation will show that the multi-body model is capable of switching between driving and
braking and tracks the reference speed trajectory. During simulations in this project prob-
lems have not arisen with this implementation thus far. However, the controllers have not
been properly evaluated in terms of stability or performance when it comes to tracking the
reference.
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Figure 5.16: Brake controller control scheme.

5.6 Summary

The sub-systems that drive the vehicle are introduced in this chapter. A new model for
the electric powertrain, incorporating results from previous projects has been created. The
steering system of the diesel Lupo has been modelled accurately in a previous project. With
a different steering ratio it is also used for the electric Lupo. Measurements on the brake
system have been performed, an updated implementation for the multi-body model is created.
Finally the driver model is discussed. The driver model is modified with a regenerative
braking logic to facilitate switching between driving and braking.
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6. Validation experiments

In this chapter, the validation of the multi-body model of the diesel and electric Lupo is pre-
sented. Via full vehicle tests, measurement data is obtained. Measured signals are compared
to simulation results to asses the predictive quality of the multi-body models. To include
longitudinal, lateral and vertical dynamics in the validation, four different vehicle tests are
performed. With both the diesel and electric Lupo, a straight line braking, steady-state
circular driving and step steer test are performed. With the diesel Lupo the fourth test is
performed, a ’Belgian’ road test.

6.1 Experiment and simulation settings

The measurement system of both vehicles is introduced in Section 3.2. A complete overview
of the sensors in the diesel Lupo can be found in Appendix B, for the electric Lupo this can
be found in Appendix C.

The straight line braking and step steer tests are performed on an empty parking lot with a
flat asphalt surface. The steady state circle test is driven on a roundabout with a radius of
12.5 metres. The vertical dynamics are tested on the Soeterbeekseweg in Nuenen, this road
has a rough road surface consisting of cobblestones that is similar to a ’Belgian’ road surface.
All tests are performed on dry road surfaces.

Data acquisition with the diesel Lupo is performed at 100 Hz, the installed CAN-logger in
the electric Lupo samples at 25 Hz. Tests in the diesel Lupo are performed with a driver and
a co-driver. Tests in the electric Lupo are performed with a single driver in the vehicle. The
vehicle masses are 1030 and 1114 kg respectively. Tyres are inflated to 2.4 bar for the diesel
Lupo and 3.0 bar for the electric Lupo.

Each vehicle test is simulated with the corresponding multi-body model. For simulations,
two signals are used as inputs: the steering wheel angle and the vehicle velocity. The vehicle
velocity reference signal is calculated as the average of the four measured wheel speeds. The
steering wheel angle and vehicle speed input signals are first filtered with the zero phase filter
function filtfilt and a low pass Butterworth filter of order 2 and cut-off frequency of 10 Hz.

To follow the input velocity, the cruise and brake controller are enabled in the multi-body
models. The steering wheel angle is used directly as input for the simulation. If not indicated
otherwise, the tests and simulations with the electric Lupo are performed with regenerative
braking enabled.

The longitudinal, lateral and vertical acceleration as well as the yaw rate are measured by
sensors in the centre of gravity of the diesel Lupo. They are filtered to remove high frequency
noise. This is done using the filtfilt function and a low pass Butterworth filter of order 2 with
cut-off frequency of 20 Hz. This is not done for the vertical measurements on the ’Belgian’
road since these results are analysed in the frequency domain.

The acceleration and yaw rate sensors of the electric Lupo have been calibrated during the
construction of this vehicle. All acceleration sensors installed on the diesel Lupo are calibrated
before testing. The yaw rate sensor proved difficult to calibrate accurately, therefore the
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6.2. STRAIGHT LINE BRAKING

standard sensor sensitivity of 12.5 mV/deg/s as provided by the data sheet depicted in
Figure B.2 is assumed.

In the results, positive suspension travel indicates compression, negative suspension travel
indicates elongation. The measured suspension travel is processed to represent the vertical
displacement of the wheel centre. Furthermore, a positive steering wheel angle results in a
left hand turn of the vehicle.

For simulations the ODE45 solver is used. To increase the accuracy of the simulation, a
variable time step is used. The time step is bounded, the maximum time step is set to 1e−2

sec and the minimum time step to 1e−4 sec. With a variable time step, simulating 15 seconds
of vehicle response takes approximately 3-4 minutes.

In the results, acceleration signals referring to the COG of the vehicle are mentioned. The
considered sensors are not actually in the COG of the vehicle as determined in Section 4.3,
the results are according to the true location of the sensors. The notation COG is used to
indicate that the acceleration of the vehicle as a whole is being considered. The location of
the respective sensor in the electric Lupo is just underneath the bonnet against the firewall.
In the diesel Lupo, the sensor is located just above the handbrake, which is relatively close
to the actual COG of the vehicle.

6.2 Straight line braking

The longitudinal behavior of the vehicles is analysed with the straight line braking test. From
standstill, the vehicle is accelerated with maximum acceleration, but without wheel-spin, to
approximately 55 km/h. This is followed by full braking until standstill. During braking it
is made sure that the ABS does not intervene.

First the diesel Lupo will be discussed. Figure 6.1 shows the steering wheel input. Although
the test is straight line braking, some corrective steering input is necessary to keep the vehicle
straight. The zoom shows the sensor resolution and filtered signal.
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Figure 6.1: Left: Diesel Lupo, straight line braking, steering wheel angle input signal: raw signal
and smoothed model input. Right: Zoom.
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Using the angular velocity of the wheels and the tyre radius, the wheel velocity of the model
is obtained:

vw = ω rw (6.1)

In Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3 this velocity is compared to the measured wheel velocity and the
longitudinal velocity of the centre of gravity of the model (uCOG). As can be seen, the velocity
profile is tracked fairly well. The front left wheel speed is almost equal to the measured speed,
but not to the COG velocity. The rear left wheel speed is however equal to the COG velocity
and not the measurement. This is a result of the implementation of the cruise controller. It
tracks the vehicle velocity based on the front wheel speed. The front wheels are the driven
wheels and will therefore have some longitudinal slip when accelerating, causing them to
turn faster. The zoom of the rear left wheel speed shows that the ABS system does intervene
shortly when the rear wheels starts to lock up at 9.8 s.
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Figure 6.2: Left: Diesel Lupo, straight line braking, front left wheel velocity signals: simulated wheel
velocity, simulated longitudinal centre of gravity velocity and measured wheel velocity.
Right: Zoom.
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Figure 6.3: Left: Diesel Lupo, straight line braking, rear left wheel velocity signals: simulated wheel
velocity, simulated longitudinal centre of gravity velocity and measured wheel velocity.
Right: Zoom.

Figure 6.4 shows the accelerations of the COG of the diesel Lupo. The slight steering wheel
inputs are of negligible influence on the lateral acceleration. The longitudinal acceleration
is tracked fairly well. At 5 s, the acceleration dips, originates from the (automatic) gearbox
shifting up rather slowly. At 9.2 s, the sudden drop in simulated longitudinal deceleration
clearly indicates the moment that the friction brakes are applied. During braking, the sim-
ulation shows an oscillation at 10 s. The brake controller is adjusting the brake moment to
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stay within the specified bandwidth around the reference velocity. The large oscillation in
the longitudinal deceleration profile shows that the brake controller does not deliver smooth
deceleration and thus needs to be improved.
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Figure 6.4: Diesel Lupo, straight line braking, accelerations of the COG, measurement and simula-
tion results.

The suspension travel of the diesel Lupo is displayed in Figure 6.5. A comparison between
measured suspension travel, simulation with drive-shafts and simulation without drive-shafts
(original implementation) is made. As can be seen, the rear suspension travel is close to the
measurements. The front suspension travel simulated with the drive-shafts shows significant
deviations. During acceleration the front suspension extends considerably in the simulation,
even hitting its bump stops at 4 and 9 s. When braking, the total travel is roughly 4 cm,
where as only 2 cm is measured. For comparison, the simulation is also performed with the
driveshafts removed, the drive moment is applied to the same revolute joint as the brake
moment, also see Figure 4.12, which supports the reaction torque on the upright. Figure 6.4
shows that the acceleration profiles are almost identical to the simulation with the driveshafts.
Figure 6.5 shows that the front suspension travel is however simulated much better, especially
during the acceleration phase of the test. These observations could indicate that anti-effect
is not modelled correctly in the front suspension. Increasing the support angle of the front
suspension would reduce rise when accelerating.
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Figure 6.5: Diesel Lupo, straight line braking, suspension travel.

Straight line braking is performed twice with the electric Lupo, with and without regenerative
braking enabled. Figure 6.6 shows the time histories of the inputs for the simulations. As
can be seen in Figure 6.6a, the velocity profile is tracked well during both simulations. The
steering wheel angle signals in Figure 6.6b show that small steering corrections are made by
the driver when braking is initiated.

Figure 6.7 depicts the longitudinal and lateral accelerations of the COG of the vehicle for
both measurements. The longitudinal deceleration is both times tracked fairly well. The
moment the model applies the friction brakes can during both simulations be recognized
clearly by the sharp drop in simulated longitudinal acceleration. This is at approximately
7.5 s with regenerative braking switched OFF, and at approximately 10 s with regenerative
braking switched ON.

The visual evaluation of the simulation results of the longitudinal acceleration for both the
diesel and electric Lupo have shown that the overall model output is generally fairly good. A
numerical comparison, using for example the root mean squared value of the signals or root
mean squared error of the signals, is furthermore desirable. However, the sudden application
of the friction brakes and the non-smooth decelerations as observed in the simulated longi-
tudinal acceleration signals in Figure 6.4 and 6.7, show that it is still difficult to accurately
reproduce measurement results during this test. The deviations are at the moment still too
large to make an effective numerical comparison of this test.
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Figure 6.6: Electric Lupo, straight line braking, reference input signals.
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Figure 6.7: Electric Lupo, straight line braking, accelerations of the COG.
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Figure 6.9 shows signals of the electric powertrain. Consider the test with regenerative
braking turned OFF, at 2 seconds, the Lupo drives at 5 m/s, this equates to a motor speed of
1460 RPM. At 1460 RPM, the electric motor lookup table is modelled to have a motor torque
of approximately 239 Nm for a PWM value of 250. From Figure 6.9c it can be concluded
that a PWM value of 250 results in a measured motor torque of 200 Nm at 2 seconds. The is
also observed during the test with regenerative braking switched ON. Figure 6.9d shows that
at 3 seconds (vehicle speed 5 m/s), the measured PWM value is 250 but measured motor
torque output is just above 200. This could indicate that the electric motor in the vehicle is
tuned down a little bit with respect to maximum torque output at low RPM.

Furthermore, in Figure 6.9c and 6.9d, during the acceleration phase of the test, the simulated
motor torque output appears to have a constant offset to the measured motor torque. This
could be an indication that the model does not experience enough friction from the powertrain
or tyres. It thus needs less torque to achieve the same acceleration.

The grey areas in Figure 6.9c and Figure 6.9d show when the model applies the friction
brakes. As can be seen, with regenerative braking OFF, no negative torque is applied via
the electric motor. When regenerative braking is ON, a constant regenerative torque is
applied. Joost van Boekel [17] implemented this strategy in the electric Lupo. The idea is to
provide predictable brake performance by keeping the regenerative contribution to the vehicle
deceleration constant. The measurement however shows that the amount of regenerative
torque is not constant.

In Figure 6.8a and Figure 6.8b, the measured and simulated brake system pressure are com-
pared. As can be seen, the simulated brake pressure is both times lower than the measured
pressure. This can be explained with the implemented brake pressure/brake force curves
as discussed in Section 5.4.2. It was determined that the implemented curves, that were
measured on the dynamometer, are too high in comparison to measured vehicle test data.
As a result, the simulated brake pressure is lower than the measured pressure. Figure 6.8b
shows that with regenerative braking switched ON, the simulated brake pressure is signifi-
cantly lower than the measured brake pressure. Here, the regenerative torque being applied
to the electric powertrain has to be taken into consideration, as displayed Figure 6.9d. The
regenerative motor torque is amplified by the gearbox reduction ratio, so if the regenerative
motor torque during the simulation is too high, the need for additional brake force from the
friction brakes is reduced, resulting in a lower brake pressure.
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Figure 6.8: Electric Lupo, straight line braking, brake system pressure.
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Figure 6.9: Electric Lupo, straight line braking, electric-motor signals.
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6.3 Steady state circle

To investigate the lateral dynamics, a steady state circular test is performed. The test is
performed on a roundabout with a driving lane central radius of approximately 12.5 meters
and 2.5 meters of asphalt on either side of that. A left hand turn, or counterclock wise
direction is being driven. From standstill the vehicle is driven with a constant, but small,
acceleration until the circular radius can not be maintained any more. Results from a right
hand turn steady state circle test are very similar, therefore only the results of the left hand
turn are shown. The input signals for the vehicle velocity and steering wheel angle for the
diesel and electric Lupo are displayed in Figure 6.10 and 6.11. The simulation tracks the
velocity profile well. The electric Lupo has a higher steering ratio than the diesel Lupo,
which is confirmed by the steering wheel angle signal. On the same roundabout, with the
same radius, the electric Lupo has approximately 50 deg more steering wheel angle than the
diesel Lupo.
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Figure 6.10: Diesel Lupo, steady state circle, input signals.
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Figure 6.11: Electric Lupo, steady state circle, input signals.

The accelerations of the COG for both vehicles are displayed in Figure 6.12 and 6.13. The
test is assumed to be steady state since the longitudinal acceleration is negligible. This is
confirmed by the measured and simulated longitudinal acceleration, which are close to zero.
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As the test progresses, the vehicle starts to roll. This is reflected in the vertical acceleration
signal in Figure 6.12. As the vehicle rolls, the sensor axis deviates increasingly from the
ground vertical axis. Hereby measuring part of the lateral acceleration and not purely the
gravitational acceleration.

The longitudinal acceleration of the electric Lupo, shown in Figure 6.13, is below zero when
the vehicle velocity signal shows an increase in speed. This is caused by the vehicle roll
and pitch angle in combination with the true location of the considered sensor. The sensor
is located just underneath the bonnet against the firewall. The pitch and roll angle of the
vehicle results in an orientation of the sensor such that a negative component is included
which results in a negative acceleration. The respective sensor in the diesel Lupo is located
above the handbrake, much closer to the actual COG of the vehicle.

The root means square, or RMS, of the acceleration signals of the COG of both vehicles, as
displayed in Figure 6.19 and 6.20 is calculated according to:

RMS =

√√√√ 1

n

n∑
i=1

x2i (6.2)

With x the values of the individual data points in a signal and n the number of data points
in the signal. The results are listed in Table 6.1.

The overall RMS values confirm the visual observations. The accelerations of the COG are
simulated well as there generally only is a small difference between the calculated RMS value
of a simulated signal and a measured signal. The RMS value of the longitudinal acceleration
of the COG of the diesel suggests that there indeed is a small average acceleration throughout
the test. The numerical value should however be interpreted with care since the roll and pitch
angle of the vehicle affects the output of the sensor. This holds for all listed acceleration
signals. Also, the RMS value of the longitudinal acceleration of the electric Lupo COG is
positive due to the square in the RMS formula, this is also true for the vertical acceleration
of the COG of the diesel Lupo. Furthermore, the noise in the measured vertical acceleration
signal of the COG of the diesel Lupo is reflected in the RMS value, which is compared to the
RMS values of the simulation relatively high.

Table 6.1: Steady state cirle test, RMS values of the accleration signals of the COG.

Signal RMS Meas [m/s2] RMS Sim [m/s2] RMS Sim no driveshaft
[m/s2]

ax,diesel 0.384 0.341 0.338

ay,diesel 4.251 4.042 3.995

az,diesel 0.380 0.221 0.220

ax,electric 0.527 0.628 -

ay,electric 4.280 4.090 -
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Figure 6.12: Diesel Lupo, steady state circle, accelerations of the COG, measurement and simulation
results.
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Figure 6.13: Electric Lupo, steady state circle, accelerations of the COG, measurement and simula-
tion results.
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6.3. STEADY STATE CIRCLE

Yaw rate results are plotted in Figure 6.14. The yaw rate in both vehicles is measured by
a dedicated sensor. To validate this measurement, the yaw rate can also be estimated using
the difference in rear wheel velocity and the track width:

ωz =
vw,RL − vw,RR

w
(6.3)

Looking at Figure 6.14a and 6.14c for the diesel Lupo and at Figure 6.14b and 6.14d for the
electric Lupo. The yaw rate estimation is in all cases fairly good. This holds for the yaw rate
obtained at the COG as well as those obtained via the rear wheel speeds combined with the
track width. Some deviation is however visible between between yaw rates within a single
plot as well as compared between plots. This is likely due to a combination of factors. The
standard sensor sensitivity as provided by the manufacturer for the diesel yaw rate sensor is
used since no tools were available which could accurately calibrate the sensor. The same holds
for the electric Lupo yaw rate sensor, which could not be easily demounted from the vehicle.
This could explain the difference between measured and simulated yaw rate in Figure 6.14a
and in Figure 6.14b, it also could explain why the difference between these signals in the
separate plots is larger. Also, both Lupo’s provide the wheel velocity via the ABS sensors
on each wheel. These use a preprogrammed tyre radius value to calculate the velocity. This
value does not correct for tyre radius variations and can furthermore be different than the
value assumed in this project. The wheel velocity in the model is obtained from the Delft
Tyre model, which does include effective rolling radius and thus provides a different value,
this then can influence the yaw rate calculation.

To illustrate whether the vehicle is under-, neutral or over-steered, the steady state yaw
velocity gain is calculated according to:

ωz,gain =
r

δsw
=

v/l

1 + η
glv

2

1

is
(6.4)

The yaw velocity gain is shown in Figure 6.14e and 6.14f. The neutral steer line is created
using (6.3) with η = 0. The trend of the measurement and simulation in both figures indicate
under-steered vehicles. The electric Lupo looks to be slightly less under-steered then the diesel
Lupo, since the difference with the neutral steer line is smaller. The more rearward vehicle
weight distribution is most likely the explanation.

In Figure 6.15 a verification of the circular radius being driven is calculated with the average
wheel speed and the yaw rate:

Rt =
vw,avg
ωz,COG

(6.5)

and with the average wheel speed and the lateral acceleration:

Rt =
v2w,avg
ay,COG

(6.6)

During the test, it is attempted to maintain the vehicle in the centre of the driving lane,
so at a radius of approximately 12.5 meters. The simulation and measurement estimates
match fairly well for both vehicles as can be seen. There is some under- or over estimation
of the circular radius depending on which method or vehicle is observed. In Figure 6.15b the
deviation is larger, which is a result of the difference in used yaw rate signal.

Overall, the steady state circular test results indicate that the multi-body models are slightly
more understeered than the actual vehicles, which is supported by the simulated yaw-rates
being marginally lower than the measured or calculated yaw rates and the yaw velocity
gains calculated from the simulations being smaller than calculated form the measurements.
Furthermore, the circular radius calculations show that the simulations are driven at a slightly
larger radius then the measurement, this also indicates more understeered vehicles.
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(a) Diesel: Yaw rate from COG sensor.
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(b) Electric: Yaw rate from COG sensor.
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(c) Diesel: Yaw rate from rear wheels speed.
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(d) Electric: Yaw rate from rear wheels speed.
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(e) Diesel: Yaw velocity gain.
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Figure 6.14: Steady state circle, yaw rate calculations.
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(a) Diesel: Rt = Vw,avg/ωz,COG.
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(b) Electric: Rt = Vw,avg/ωz,COG.
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(c) Diesel: Rt = V 2
w,avg/ay,COG.
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(d) Electric: Rt = V 2
w,avg/ay,COG.

Figure 6.15: Steady state circle, circular radius.

The vehicle roll during the test is clearly illustrated by the suspension travel measured on
the diesel Lupo, depicted in Figure 6.16a and 6.16b. A left hand turn is being driven, this
should roll the vehicle to the right. This is confirmed by comparing the measurements to
the simulation. The suspension on the left side of the vehicle elongates and the right side
is compressed. The trend in front suspension travel differs somewhat between measurement
and simulation. As a comparison, the simulated suspension travel without driveshafts is also
plotted. This shows that, as the forces on the front suspension increase as a result from
increasing lateral acceleration, the deviation between the measurement, the model with and
the model without driveshafts increases. As determined in the braking test, it is likely that
the geometry of the front suspension needs further fine-tuning to obtain correct motion. To
indicate that the simulation without the driveshafts is correct, the accelerations of the COG
are also compared in Figure 6.12. These show that these signals are almost identical to the
simulation with the driveshafts.

Figure 6.17 shows the variables related to the electric power-train. As can be seen, the accel-
erator pedal position and PWM value match very well between measurement and simulation.
The motor torque is represented quite good as well. The difference between measured and
simulated motor torque is most likely the result of the multi-body model not incorporating
enough friction in the powertrain or tyres, as was also determined in the straight line braking
test.
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(b) Rear suspension travel.

Figure 6.16: Diesel Lupo, steady state circle, suspension deflection.
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(a) Electric-motor PWM.
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(b) Electric-motor torque.
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(c) Accelerator pedal.

Figure 6.17: Electric Lupo, steady state circle, electric-motor signals.
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6.4. STEP STEER

6.4 Step steer

The step steer test combines longitudinal and lateral excitation of the vehicle. From standstill,
the vehicle is accelerated to approximately 25 km/h, followed by a step of 180 deg in steering
wheel angle input, and a left hand turn is made. During the resulting turn, the steering wheel
angle and the accelerator pedal position are tried to be kept constant. This turn is then held
for a few seconds to obtain a steady state circular motion, hereafter the test is complete.

The velocity reference is tracked fairly well, as can be seen in Figure 6.18a and 6.18b. When
Figure 6.18a is observed more closely, it can be deduced from the small sharp drop in velocity
at 15 s, that the simulation model applies the friction brakes. This is also observed for the
electric Lupo by looking at 6.23b, at approximately 15.6 s, the regenerative motor torque
is constant for a moment, this indicates that the friction brakes are applied by the model.
These events indicate that the model needs more resistive force to follow the speed signal
without applying the friction brakes. Since the friction brakes are not applied during both
tests, this is another indication that there is a lack of friction in the multi-body model.
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Figure 6.18: Step steer, vehicle velocity and steering wheel angle.

The accelerations of the COG of the diesel Lupo in Figure 6.19 and of the electric Lupo in
Figure 6.20 show a good fit between measurements and simulations. At 6 s, the diesel Lupo
changes gear, causing a drop in the longitudinal acceleration. The lateral acceleration of
the electric Lupo during the step steer is not completely constant. This is a result from the
steering angle not being constant. As can be seen in 6.18d, the steering wheel angle input
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6.4. STEP STEER

decreases a little bit during the test. This results in a larger radius being driven during the
step steer, thus reducing the lateral acceleration. This is confirmed by the yaw rate signal in
6.21b, which also has a negative trend during the test.
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Figure 6.19: Diesel Lupo, step steer, accelerations of the COG, measurement and simulation results.
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Figure 6.20: Electric Lupo, step steer, accelerations of the COG, measurement and simulation re-
sults.
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6.4. STEP STEER

The yaw rates during the step steer are displayed in Figure 6.21a and 6.21b. The yaw rate
is underestimated by the multi-body models, which points to the multi-body models being
more understeered than the actual vehicles, which was also observed during the steady state
circle test.

The front suspension travel of the diesel Lupo in 6.22a, shows that at 4 s and 8 s the
model predicts too much vehicle rise when accelerating, which was also observed during the
straight line braking test. During the step steer, the simulated suspension travel matches with
the measurement, both in the front and at the rear, and both with or without driveshafts.
Again, the accelerations of the COG in Figure 6.19 indicate that the overall simulation is still
conducted well with the driveshafts removed, as the results are very similar to the simulation
with the driveshafts. The suspension travel confirms that the body rolls to the right due to
the left hand turn step steer. This can be deducted from the front and rear suspension on
the left side extending, and on the right side compressing.
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(a) Diesel: COG yaw rate.
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(b) Electric: COG yaw rate.

Figure 6.21: Step steer, measured yaw rate.
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Figure 6.22: Diesel Lupo, step steer, suspension deflection.
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Signals related to the electric motor are shown in Figure 6.23. The simulated PWM and
acclerator pedal position signals match quite well with measured signals. The simulated
motor torque in Figure 6.23b shows that during the acceleration phase of the test, the multi-
body model requires less torque to follow the speed signal, which implies that the multi-body
model experiences less friction than the actual vehicle, which was also determined before.
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(a) Electric-motor PWM.
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(b) Electric-motor torque.
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(c) Accelerator pedal.

Figure 6.23: Electric Lupo, step steer, electric-motor signals.
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6.5 Vertical

The vertical dynamics are investigated on the diesel Lupo since this vehicle is fitted with the
necessary acceleration sensors. The test is performed on a rough road, the Soeterbeekseweg
in Nuenen. The vehicle speed, displayed in Figure 6.24e, is kept constant at approximately
45 km/h and a measurement of 125 seconds is considered. In the simulation, a ’Belgian’ road
profile is used.

To identify the resonance frequencies of the unsprung and sprung masses, a power spectral
density plot of the measured vertical accelerations of each of the installed acceleration sensors
is made. The PSD plot is created using the pwelch function in Matlab. There is a trade-off
between spectral resolution that can be obtained, number of averaging windows necessary
for a smooth spectrum and the amount of data necessary. By taking a long measurement, it
is possible to obtain a spectral resolution in the PSD plot of 0.1 Hz, while still achieving 20+
averaging windows for a reasonably smooth spectrum. For the windows a Hamming function
with 50% overlap is used. On each corner of the vehicle, the acceleration is measured on the
unsprung and sprung mass. The results for the left side of the diesel Lupo are presented in
Figure 6.24, the similar results for the right side can be found in Appendix H.

The resonance peaks of the front and rear unsprung mass, or ’wheel hop’, can be clearly
recognized in Figure 6.24b and H.1b and are located at 16.6 Hz front, and 17.1 Hz rear.
Since the Lupo has a limited unsprung weight of approximately 18 kg on each corner, the
resulting resonance frequency is higher compared to regular cars ( 10 Hz)

Figure 6.24a shows a large deviation between measured and simulated response for the sprung
mass, the same is observed in Figure H.1a. This is due to the sensor mounting in the vehicles.
After testing it is determined that they are not stiff enough to rigidly connect the sensor to the
body. This influences the measured accelerations, unfortunately rendering the measurement
useless.

The rear sprung acceleration is measured much better, as depicted in 6.24c. The measurement
shows body resonance peaks at 1.5 and 24.7 Hz. This is partly confirmed by the simulation,
the first resonance peak can be somewhat recognized, the second resonance peak is much
harder to distinguish. The measured resonance at 24.7 Hz could be a body resonance resulting
from flexibility of the body shell. Since the Lupo 3L is constructed to be very light to achieve
better fuel consumption, it could be that the stiffness of the body shell is affected, resulting
in the measured resonance.

The ’Belgian’ road data file being used for simulations is assumed to be comparable to
the road surface of the Soeterbeekseweg. The difference in amplitude observed between the
measured and simulated signal in the PSD plots suggests that the actual road is rougher than
the ’Belgian’ road profile used for simulations. However, since no information is available on
the roughness of the actual road, the available ’Belgian’ road file is used for simulations.

The measured suspension travel on the four corners of the vehicle is plotted in histograms
in Figure 6.25. On the y-axis, the number of counts in a bin is normalized with with the
number of elements in the underlying signal. On the x -axis the suspension travel is indicated
in bins with a width of 0.001 m. Consider the measured front left and front right suspension
travel in Figure 6.25a and 6.25b. In both histograms, a distribution that looks similar and is
located similar on the x -axis can be recognized. This suggest that the suspension excitation
on the left and right side is similar. This is also observed for the simulated front left and
right suspension travel in Figure 6.25a and 6.25b which indicates that the front left and right
wheel behave comparatively during a simulation. The same holds for the rear left and rear
right corner of the vehicle.
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(a) FL sprung vertical acceleration.
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(b) FL unsprung vertical acceleration.
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(c) RL sprung vertical acceleration.
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(d) RL unsprung vertical acceleration.
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Figure 6.24: Diesel Lupo, rough road, PSD plots of unsprung, sprung and COG vertical acceleration,
measured and simulation results.
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(a) Front left.
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(b) Front right.
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(c) Rear left.
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(d) Rear right.

Figure 6.25: Diesel Lupo, rough road, histograms of the measured suspension deflection.
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6.6 Summary

In this chapter, the multi-body models for the diesel and electric Lupo have been compared
to measurements. The vehicle speed an steering wheel angle are chosen as input signals for
the respective multi-body models.

The longitudinal, lateral and vertical dynamics have been validated with different tests.
By comparing graphs of various vehicle signals, it is determined that generally, both models
simulate the vehicle dynamics fairly well during all simulations. However, to make an effective
numerical comparison, the accuracy of the multi-body model needs to be further improved.

The straight line braking test showed that the driver model needs to be improved, especially
the brake controller. Although the Lupo is brought to a stop, the vehicle tends to be rapidly
over- or under-braked, resulting in non-smooth deceleration.

Using the installed suspension deflections sensors, it is determined that the rear suspen-
sion travel is simulated correctly. However, the front suspension travel is too large in the
simulation, this suggests that the front suspension geometry should be reviewed.

The results relating to the electric powertrain show that the simulation requires less motor
torque than the actual vehicle. Suggesting that the multi-body model incorporates less
friction than the actual vehicle. Furthermore, for a PWM input of 250 at a vehicle speed of
5 m/s, it is shown that the motor in the real vehicle delivers slightly less peak torque than
would be expected from the modelling using the peak motor torque.

With the steady state circular test it is shown that some deviation is present in the mea-
sured and simulated yaw rate and lateral acceleration sensors. Due to some uncertainties
in used tyre parameters and sensor calibration, it can not be said with certainty whether
this originates in the model itself or is due to wrong parameters or incorrect sensor sensitivi-
ties. However, the multi-body models seem to be slightly more understeered than the actual
vehicles. This can be deducted from the calculated circular radius, yaw velocity gain and
measured yaw rate.

With the step steer test, the vehicle is first excited longitudinally and subsequently laterally.
Similar to the straight line braking and steady state circular driving tests, satisfactory re-
sults are obtained regarding the simulation of the: vehicle velocity, longitudinal and lateral
acceleration and yaw rate of the COG. Also, the front suspension travel is simulated too
large during acceleration, as was also determined with the straight line braking test. These
observations confirm the consistency of the model output.

The vertical dynamics are validated with a rough road test using the diesel Lupo. Unfortu-
nately, the mountings of two of the installed acceleration sensors proved not stiff enough to
obtain a good measurement. From the remaining sensors, good measurements are obtained.
These show that the resonance peaks of the unsprung masses are simulated very well by the
model at approximately 17 Hz. The first resonance of the sprung mass is also found clearly
at approximately 1.5 Hz. A second resonance is determined at 24 Hz in the measurement,
but not in the simulation. This may be a result of flexibility of the vehicle body.

With this validation it is shown that the multi-body models are capable of simulating longitu-
dinal, lateral and vertical dynamics. To extend this validation, other tests could be executed.
For example: a double lane change manoeuvre or braking in a turn.
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7. Conclusions and
recommendations

7.1 Conclusions

At the start of this project, the following goal is formulated: The goal of this project is to
obtain a complete vehicle and validated multi-body model of the diesel and electric variant of
the VW Lupo, suitable for handling and ride simulations.

To achieve this goal, several objectives have been realized. New shock absorber characteris-
tics, measured on the TU/e test rig, are implemented. The drive-shafts have been modelled.
The friction brake system has been expanded to include brake system pressure and brake
pedal position. A variant of the multi-body model for the electric Lupo is created by mod-
elling the electric powertrain. The driver model has been updated with a new brake logic
to enable the multi-body models to switch between driving and braking. The measurement
system of the diesel Lupo is expanded to measure suspension travel and accelerations of the
unsprung and sprung mass. Finally, a validation is conducted by comparing measurement
data obtained with a limited number of vehicle tests to simulation output. Based on the
obtained results of the modelling and validation, the following conclusions are formulated:

� By expanding and improving the available multi-body model of the diesel Lupo in
selected areas, it is concluded that a complete multi-body model of the diesel and
electric Lupo, that contain the necessary components to conduct ride and handling
simulations, is now available.

� It is concluded that the newly measured shock absorber characteristics improve the
modelling of the front and rear shock absorbers. The biggest improvement is achieved
for the front shock absorbers characteristics. Smaller improvements are achieved for
the rear shock absorbers characteristics.

� Via measurements it is determined that the steering ratio of the electric Lupo differs
significantly from the diesel Lupo. Based on the diesel Lupo steering model, a variant
is created for the electric Lupo by implementing the determined steering ratio. In the
validation, it is concluded that satisfactory lateral and yaw dynamics are simulated
with the electric Lupo using this modified steering system.

� It is shown that the torque output of the diesel powertrain is a simplification of reality,
in which the presence of a gearbox with several gears is neglected. Since the focus of
the model is on simulating vehicle dynamics, it is concluded that the implementation
is sufficient to prescribe a drive torque to the front wheels.

� The relation between brake force, brake system pressure and brake pedal position has
been investigated with dynamometer measurements and vehicle tests. It is concluded
that the dynamometer tests yield 17% higher brake force results than could be explained
with the vehicle tests. It is furthermore concluded that the relation between brake
pressure and pedal position contains hysteresis and that a more detailed model needs
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7.2. RECOMMENDATIONS

to be developed to accurately model this. It is also determined that it is likely that
installed brake safety systems affect measurements with the vehicle.

� A newly developed brake logic is implemented in the driver block to enable the multi-
body models to switch between driving and braking. The validation shows that the
models are capable of switching between driving and braking. It is however concluded
that observed vehicle decelerations are not always smooth and that further development
is necessary.

� The electric Lupo power-train is modelled and incorporates a one pedal drive algorithm.
Using the electric powertain, an electric version of the multi-body model constructed.
From the validation, it is concluded that the proposed modelling of the electric power-
train generally is a good representation of the real system. However, it is shown that at
a speed of 5 m/s and a PWM value of 250, the peak torque output of the real vehicle is
lower than would be expected from motor parameter values. Also, the torque output of
the electric motor during simulations suggests that the multi-body model experiences
less friction from the powertrain and tyres than the real vehicles.

� With the validation it is shown that the front suspension travel is simulated incorrectly.
It is concluded that the implementation of the drive-shafts seems to be of negative
influence on the simulated front suspension travel. This could be an indication that
anti-effect is not modelled correctly on the front suspension. It is concluded that the
rear suspension travel is simulated fairly good when compared to measurements.

� From the validation it is concluded that the multi-body models are slightly more un-
dersteered than the real vehicles.

� With the ’Belgian’ road test it is concluded that resonance of the unsprung masses of
the diesel Lupo are located at approximately 17 Hz. The first sprung mass resonance is
determined at 1.5 Hz. A second resonance is measured at 24 Hz, which likely a result
of flexibility of the vehicle body.

Overall it is concluded that a validated multi-body model of the diesel and electric Lupo is
at hand. The models are suitable for ride and handling simulations and generally are a fairly
accurate representation of the vehicle.

7.2 Recommendations

Based on the results obtained in this project, the following recommendations are formulated:

� The tyre properties file used for simulations does not corresponds with the tyres cur-
rently installed on the vehicles. New files should be determined using tyre measure-
ments.

� The implementation of the anti-roll bar needs to be completed by adding the forces
that are applied to the vehicle body.

� The brake system needs to be investigated further. To determine the brake force per
axle more accurately, a four wheel drive dynamometer should be used to simultaneously
measure front and rear axle signals. Hereby the influence braking safety systems can
be investigated more closely and the fore/aft brake balance can be investigated better.
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Installing separate brake pressure sensors for the front and rear axle would also benefit
this. Furthermore, an accurate pedal position model should be developed which includes
hysteresis.

� To improve the accuracy of the modelling of the diesel motor, the implementation of a
gearbox model could be considered.

� The cause of the incorrect front suspension simulation needs to be found. Hereto the
the implemented front suspension geometry should be reviewed.

� The implemented brake logic should be further developed to avoid non-smooth longi-
tudinal decelerations as observed in the straight line braking test. Also, the estimated
friction the vehicle experiences when rolling freely should be reconsidered. As the cur-
rent implementation of the brake controller applies the friction brakes in situations were
the actual vehicle is in a free rolling situation.

� Although the driver model is sufficient to simulate driving and braking, implemented
controller gains are tuned manually. To improve the driver model, the controllers need
to be properly evaluated in terms of stability and performance when it comes to tracking
the reference velocity.

� A new mounting for the front left and right sprung acceleration sensors of the diesel
Lupo should be made. The current mounting is not stiff enough to obtain accurate
measurements.

� With the validation it is shown that the assumption of an identical steering system
between the diesel Lupo and electric Lupo with only a different steering ratio, is suitable
to obtain satisfactory lateral and yaw dynamics. It should however be verified whether
the steering system in the electric Lupo contains the same mechanical components and
parameter values as the diesel Lupo.

� The conducted validation could be expanded by incorporating more vehicle tests. Some
examples: a sinusoidal steering test, braking in a turn test, double lane change manoeu-
vre, driving over a speed bump. Also, a random drive cycle on public roads could be
executed to asses how well an actual drive cycle is simulated.
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A. Simscape Multibody

Simscape Multibody provides a multi-body simulation environment for 3D mechanical sys-
tems. Systems are modelled using blocks that represent bodies, joints, constraints, force
elements and sensors. Models can be parametrized with variables and expressions and con-
trol systems can be designed and implemented. The most frequently used types of blocks are
depicted in Figure A.1 and briefly explained.

In larger models, it is common practice to divide the model into sub-systems that contain the
modelling for a specific mechanical system. This provides structure and aides comprehensi-
bility. Figure A.2 gives an impression of the lay out of the complete vehicle model as used
in this project. The various mechanical systems considered in the main text are sub-divided,
with relevant signals being interchanged between the systems.

Body block

The body block forms the basic building block to model a component, like a wheel or vehicle
body. Bodies can be parametrized with variables like weight, inertia and location of the
centre of gravity. Coordinates of the connection points to other blocks specify their shape
and dimensions.

Joints

Joints connect to bodies and prescribe or limit degrees their degrees of freedom. Various
types are available, a revolute joint for example allows the follower body (F), to rotate along
one degree of freedom relative to the base (B). If a type is not available, the user can create
a custom joint by specifying the degrees of freedom and their order of motion.

Sensing and actuation

Joints and bodies can be sensed, if applicable, linear/angular position, velocity, acceleration,
computed force/torque and or reaction force/torque can be output to the user. In the same
manner, a joint or body can be actuated. Hereby a force, position, velocity, acceleration or
torque can be exerted.

Other blocks

The blocks mentioned above are the most frequently used types of blocks and form the basis of
a multi-body model. Simscape includes more blocks that can be useful in specific situations,
these include for example constraints and force elements. Furthermore, within Simulink a
variety of toolboxes is available, which offer the possibility to integrate hydraulic, electrical,
pneumatic and other physical systems into Simscape models.
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Figure A.1: Example of the most frequently used building blocks of the Simscape multibody toolbox.

Figure A.2: Detailed structure of the vehicle block in the multi-body model. Depicted are the various
sub-systems and their respective connections.
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B. Sensors Lupo 3L diesel

In this appendix, more information considering the sensors that were added to the diesel
Lupo set up for this project is inlcuded.

Figure B.1 provides a schematic overview of the location and measured signals of the sensors
installed in the diesel Lupo.

All the accelerometers and the gyroscope are from manufacturer: Analog devices.

The yaw rate gyroscope is of type ADXRS623, the datasheet is included in Figure B.2.

The unsprung accelerometers are of type ADXL326, the datasheet is included in Figure B.3.

The sprung and COG accelerometers are of type ADXL335, the datasheet is included in
Figure B.4.

The suspension deflection is calculated using rotation sensors, the type is used by many
manufacturers. The ones used in this project are after market Land Rover sensors. Type:
RQH100030, see Figure B.5.

(a) Side view of the sensor lay out

(b) Top view of the sensor layout.

Figure B.1: Schematic layout of the sensors in the diesel Lupo
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Figure B.2: Datasheet for 150deg/sec yaw rate sensor.
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Figure B.3: Datasheet for 16g accelerometer.
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Figure B.4: Datasheet for 3g accelerometer.
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Figure B.5: Datasheet for ride height sensors.
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C. Electric Lupo components and
CAN signals

The lay-out of the systems in the electric Lupo is schematically depicted in Figure C.1.
Details on the components installed during the conversion are provided in Tables C.1 and
C.2. All the signals logged with the electric Lupo are provided in Table C.3.

Figure C.1: System lay-out of the electric Lupo [3].
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Table C.1: Component specifications electric Lupo [4].

HV batteries Thunder Sky/Sinopoly/Winston TS-LFP90AHA, capacity
90 Ah, 3.3 V, cycle life > 2000 @ 80% DOD, chemistry:
LiFePO4, 91 cells in series, 273 kg, 27 kWh

BMS Elithion Lithiumate, measurement of cell voltage, temper-
ature and internal resistance, passive balancing, max. bal-
ancing current 200 mA, CAN

Inverter MES-DEA TIM 600 W, max. current 236 A (nominal), 400
A (peak), 80 - 400 V DC in, switching frequency 3-9 kHz,
water cooled, CAN

Motor MES-DEA A200-200, 24 kW/80 Nm (nominal), 50 kW/270
Nm (peak), AC induction, 10500 rpm max., water cooled

Reduction Carraro 150009, single gear fixed reduction, ratio 8.654:1

DC-DC converter MES-DEA 400-1000 150 - 400 V DC in, 13.3 - 14.4 V DC
out, max. power 1000 W, max. current 70 A, air cooled

PLC IFM CR0232, 32-bit CPU Infineon TriCore 1796, 80 IO
ports, 4x CAN

Charger Brusa NLG 513 WC, charging power 3.3 kW, 260 - 520 V
DC out, programmable, water cooled, CAN

Charging plug Mennekes 31013, VDE-AR-E 2623-2-2

Table C.2: Detailed summary of the components of the internal combustion and electric powertrain
[3].
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Table C.3: Logged CAN signals.

Group Signal Unit

Chassis Wheelspeed FL [km/h]

Wheelspeed FR [km/h]

Wheelspeed RL [km/h]

Wheelspeed RR [km/h]

s [km]

ax [m/s2]

ay [m/s2]

yawrate [deg/s]

Charger DC voltage [V ]

Dashboard Odometer [km]

Motor RPM [RPM ]

Torque [Nm]

Inverter PWM [-]

Time Time of session [sec]

High Voltage Voltage [V ]

Current [A]

Power [W ]

DCDC converter current [A]

Minimum cell voltage [V ]

Minimum cell voltage nr. [-]

Maximum cell voltage [V ]

Maximum cell voltage nr. [-]

SOC (state of charge) [%]

DOD (depth of discharge) [%]

nrg discharge [kWh]

nrg regen [kWh]
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Group Signal Unit

Low voltage PLC voltage [V ]

DCDC converter current [mA]

Battery current [mA]

Heater current [mA]

Fan current [mA]

Pump current [mA]

Trim lights current [mA]

Tablet current [mA]

Gear-lever current [mA]

Inverter current [mA]

Charger current [mA]

BMS current [mA]

Vacuum pump current [mA]

Temperature Chargeplug [◦C]

Coolant [◦C]

PLC [◦C]

Charger [◦C]

Battery pack 1 [◦C]

Battery pack 2 [◦C]

Battery pack 3 [◦C]

Lowest cell temperature [◦C]

Lowest cell nr. [◦C]

Highest cell temperature [◦C]

Highest cell nr. [◦C]

Average cell temperature [◦C]

Controls Steerangle [deg]

Throttle position [%]

Throttle released (boolean) [-]

Throttle kickdown (boolean) [-]

Brake position [%]

Brake pressure [bar]

Brake light (boolean) [-]

Ecomode ON/OFF (boolean) [-]

Gearlever position [-]

Regenerative braking ON/OFF

(boolean)
[N ]
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D. Shock absorber data

In this appendix the remaining three position force plots (PFP) for the measured shock
absorbers are displayed. The position and force signals are filtered with a zero phase low
pass Butterworth filter of order 2 and cut-off frequency of 8 Hz. The test trajectory is the
10 speed cycle as described in the main text.

A positive position represents a compressed state with respect to the initial position, which
is set at a half extended damper. The rotation in the plot is clockwise. At the maximum
positive position the damper is fully compressed, at the maximum negative position the
damper is fully extended.
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Figure D.1: Position force plot of the used original Volkswagen front shock absorber.
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Figure D.2: Position force plot of the used original Volkswagen rear shock absorber.
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Figure D.3: Position force plot of the new after-market MONROE rear shock absorber.
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E. OPD map and electric motor
torque map

E.1 OPD map

Figure E.1 visualizes the output of the OPD algorithm developed by van Boekel [17]. A map
value of 100 corresponds with a PWM value of 250, -100 corresponds with a PWM value of
0. In the green band the vehicle is coasting which implies a PWM value of 50. This mapping
is also available expressed in numerical PWM or vehicle acceleration/deceleration values, the
first five columns and rows are displayed in Figure E.2. The (1,1) entry has been changed
from 45 to 50 to prescribe a PWM value that results in 0 torque output for a vehicle speed
of 0 km/h for 0 throttle position.
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Figure E.1: Acclerator pedal map showing the torque fraction τ as a function of the accelerator pedal
position p and the vehicle velocity v [17].
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E.2. ELECTRIC MOTOR TORQUE MAP

Figure E.2: Snip of the first five rows and columns from the OPD PWM value map, replaced value
in red [17].

E.2 Electric motor torque map

The results of the dynamometer measurements performed on the electric Lupo powertrain
by Kokke [16] are displayed in Tables E.1 (regenerative domain), E.2 (tractive domain), E.3
(coasting domain). The EM (electric motor) setpoint row is used as setpoint for the dy-
namometer. Omega EM is the actually measured dynamo-meter speed converted to electric-
motor angular velocity. The orang and red table entries are added in this project to make
the tables suitable for incorporation in the multi-body model.

Consider table E.2, some entries are highlighted in red. At these set-points, the electro motor
produced so much torque that the tyres slipped on the drum, so no measurement data could
be obtained. However, the torque map is implemented as a lookup table in the multi-body
model, this requires a complete table. Therefore, the missing values need to be estimated.

From the electric motor specifications listed in table C.1, it is known that the electro-motor
can deliver a peak torque of 270 Nm and a peak power of 50 kW. The highest electric motor
speed where the maximum torque is available equals:

ωEM,max =
PEM,max

TEM,max
(E.1)

This yields 185.2 rad/s or 1768 RPM. So for the entries in the PWM 250 row at 500 and
1000 RPM, it is assumed that the motor is in constant torque domain and delivers the peak
torque of 270 Nm.

For the other table entries in the PWM 250 row, the motor is operating in the maximum
power domain. For the entries at PWM 250 and 5000-10000 RPM the motor power PEM ,
can be calculated using the torque values TEM in the table and measured angular velocity of
the motor ωEM :

PEM = TEM ωEM (E.2)

The calculated power for these points is now taken as percentage of the maximum motor
power and averaged over 6 points, which yields an average of 89%. This indicates that at
PWM 250, for 5000-10000 RPM the motor produces on average 44.5 kW.

The torque values for PWM 250 and RPM 2000-4000 are now estimated using (E.2), the
measured angular velocity and assumed power output of 44,5 kW. With this procedure, the
PWM 250 row is now completely filled. These points along with all measured data points
for the tractive domain are plotted in Figure E.3.

Between the data-points of a RPM set, a second order relation can be observed. This relation
is described by a second order polynomial fit and also plotted in the figure. The dotted
lines represent a RPM set where some values are missing in the measurements of Kokke. By
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E.2. ELECTRIC MOTOR TORQUE MAP

estimating the end points at PWM 250 as discussed above, a reasonable estimate is obtained.
The remainder of the red entries in the table are now calculated by evaluating the obtained
polynomials for the missing PWM values.
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Figure E.3: Torque mapping for the tractive domain of the electro motor in the Lupo, based on data
from Kokke [16] and second order polynomial fits. Solid: complete data set, Dashed:
One or more entries calculated.

The orange entries in Table E.1 are added to enable the motor model to provide zero motor
torque at vehicle standstill with a released accelerator pedal. The lookup table in the model
is set to linear inter- and extrapolation. So to be able to prescribe exactly 0 Nm at 0 RPM, it
has to be manually inserted using the first column. The second column is equal to the third
and is added to maintain a regenerative torque at low motor RPM, since the torque output
between 60 and 500 motor RPM now stays the same. The regenerative torque output from
500-3000 is roughly the same, so it is assumed that this can also be applied between 60 and
500 RPM. This procedure is also applied to Table E.2. The only difference is that at 0 RPM,
a tractive torque should be output, therefore the torque output is equal for the first three
columns.

As can be seen in Table E.1 and E.2, Kokke performed measurements for PWM 50 in both
the regenerative and tractive domain. Since the torque output for PWM 50 is not equal
to zero in both cases, it does not result in a coasting vehicle. Kokke recognizes this but
does not further investigate it. For this project, it is decided to take the average value of
the measurements at PWM 50 from Tables E.1 and E.2, this is also done for the measured
angular velocity of the electric motor. The results are displayed in Table E.3.

Following this procedure, a torque map for the electric motor in the regenerative, coasting
and tractive domain, is created. The map is implemented as a 2D lookup table using linear
inter- and extrapolation. In simulations, the PWM value during a timestep identifies which
motor torque lookup table is used to calculate the electric motor torque.
If 0 ≤ PWM < 50, the motor is in the regenerative domain and Table E.1 is active.
If PWM=50, the motor is coasting and Table E.3 is active.
If 50 < PWM ≤ 250, the motor is the tractive domain and Table E.2 is active.
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E.2. ELECTRIC MOTOR TORQUE MAP

Table E.1: Electric motor torque [Nm] map for regenerative PWM region and various motor speeds
[16].

Table E.2: Electric motor torque [Nm] map for tractive PWM region and various motor speeds [16].
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E.2. ELECTRIC MOTOR TORQUE MAP

Table E.3: Electric motor torque [Nm] map for coasting PWM (50) and various motor speeds.
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F. Component parameters

In this appendix, the parameter values used in the model are listed. If not mentioned oth-
erwise, all values are inherited at the start of the project as displayed. All values have been
traced back to George [1], other TU/e projects on the Lupo’s or generally available literature
on the Volkswagen Lupo as a passenger car.

However, for some values their origin is unclear. These are: the stiffness and damping values
for the various bushings and the twistbeam. The inertia tensors of the trailing arm, upright
and wishbone, the first, fifth and final drive gear ratio’s of the diesel powertrain.

F.1 Suspension

Table F.1: Various parameters related to the rear suspension.

Parameter Symbol Value Unit

Twistbeam stiffnes kTB 800 Nm/rad

Twistbeam bushing

longitudinal stiffness
kTB,b,x 5e5 N/m

Twistbeam bushing

lateral stiffness
kTB,b,x 5e5 N/m

Spring stiffness 3L ks,r,3L 13900 Nm

Spring stiffness EL ks,r,EL 17000 Nm

Trailing arm mass mTA 7.5 kg

Trailing arm inertia ITA


0.3592 0 0

0 0.4248 0

0 0 0.0730

 kgm2
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F.1. SUSPENSION

Table F.2: Various parameters related to the front suspension.

Parameter Symbol Value Unit

Spring stiffness ks,f 23500 N/m

Maximum spring travel zs,f 0.12 m

Bump stop spring stiffness kbs,f 235000 N/m

Wishbone bushing

longitudinal stiffness
kwishb,b,x 6e4 N/m

Wishbone bushing

longitudinal damping
dwishb,b,x 3000 Ns/m

Wishbone bushing

longitudinal stiffness
kwishb,b,y 6e5 N/m

Wishbone bushing

lateral damping
dwishb,b,y 30000 Ns/m

Upright mass mupright 5 kg

Upright Inertia Iupright


0.465 0 0

0 0.6975 0

0 0 0.465

 kgm2

Wishbone mass mwishb 2.5 kg

Wishbone inertia Iwishb


0.1 0 0

0 0.1 0

0 0 0.1

 kgm2

Castor [−] 2 deg

King Pin Inclination [−] 18 deg

Mechanical trail [−] 0.007 m

Scrub radius [−] -0.008 m
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F.2. STEERING SYSTEM

F.2 Steering system

The parameters relating to the steering system, following the project of Loof [28].

Table F.3: Various parameters related to the steering system.

Parameter Symbol Value Unit

Steering wheel inertia ISW 0.02 kgm2

Steering wheel damping dSW 5e-3*180π Nms/rad

Steering motor inertia ISM 1e-4 kgm2

Steering motor

reduction ratio
iSM 22 −

Steering motor

coupling stiffness
kSM,c 2*180π Nm/rad

Steering motor response time tSM 0.01 s

Steering column stiffness kSC 2*180π Nm/rad

Steering column damping dSC 2.8648 Nms/rad

Steering rack length lSR 0.6880 m

Steering rack mass mSR 1 kg

Steering rack damping dSR 15 Ns/m

Steering rack inertia ISR


0.0394 0 0

0 1e− 6 0

0 0 0.0394

 kgm2

Effective pinion radius rpinion 0.0064 m
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F.3. BODY

F.3 Body

The weight of both Lupo’s has been measured using scales underneath each wheel. Total
weight and axle loads for various passenger configurations are determined as the average of
5 measurements. The vehicle registration allows for a maximum vehicle weight of 1210 kg
when driving on public roads, therefore it is not allowed to drive the electric Lupo with more
than two passengers.

Table F.4: Weight of the Lupo 3L and EL for various load cases. FL, FR refers to an occupied seat
in the vehicle.

Lupo Load case Total weight
[kg]

Weight distribution
F/R [%]

3L Unloaded 885 63/37

Front left 958 62/38

FL, FR 1027 61/39

EL Unloaded 1069 58/42

FL 1114 58/42

FL, FR 1207 57/43

Table F.5: Lupo simulation specifications related to the body [1].

Parameter Symbol Value Unit

Wheelbase l 2.321 m

Track width w 1.42 m

LxWxH - 3.531x1.421x1.484 m

Height of COG

(diesel Lupo)
hCOG 0.55 m

Unsprung mass front mus,f 35 kg

Unsprung mass rear mus,r 35 kg

Frontal area A 1.97 m2

Air drag coefficient Cd 0.29 −

Tyre radius rw 0.28 m

Air density 20 ◦C ρair 1.1204 kg/m3
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F.4. DIESEL POWERTRAIN

F.4 Diesel powertrain

Table F.6: Diesel power-train specifications.

Engine 1.2L TDI, 3 cylinder, equipped with EGR
and oxidation catalytic converter

max. power 45 kW @ 4000 RPM, ECO mode: 33 kW @
3000 RPM

max. torque 140 Nm @ 1800-2400 RPM, ECO mode: 120
Nm @ 1600-2400 RPM

max. RPM 4250

Gearbox Electro hydraulic gearbox

Speeds 5

First gear ratio 1:3.4545

Fifth gear ratio 1:0.642

Final drive ratio 1:3.3333

Shifting Automatic or semi-automatic, selectable by
user (no clutch pedal)

F.5 Tyre parameters

Figure F.1: Tyre parameter scaling factors, including rim parameters.
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F.5. TYRE PARAMETERS

Figure F.2: Tyre properties file part 1.
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F.5. TYRE PARAMETERS

Figure F.3: Tyre properties file part 2.
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G. Brake systems

Volkswagen implemented several braking safety systems in the Lupo 3L, these are briefly
explained here. Subsequently the brake and regenerative torque logic is depicted.

Anti-lock braking system (ABS)

ABS prevents the brakes from locking up when high brake forces are required, for example
during an emergency stop. If the front brakes lock up, the vehicle will lose the ability to
control its direction. If the rear brakes lock up the vehicle tends to sway out of control. The
key to avoiding wheel lock up and skid, is controlling the wheels longitudinal slip ratio. This
is achieved by actively controlling the brake valves that pressurize the individual brakes. The
rotational velocity of the individual wheels is sensed and lock up is prevented by restricting
the brake pressure when the brake is applied too hard. Hereby the longitudinal slip ratio is
kept within the range were the wheels have grip, bringing the vehicle to a safe stop.

Electronic brake force distribution (EBD)

EBD utilizes the brake valves to electronically control the brake pressure split between the
front and rear wheels. During braking, load transfer from the rear to the front wheels will
occur depending on the severity of braking. To prevent the rear wheels from locking up
following reduced vertical load and high brake pressure, EBD reduces the pressure. The
front wheels are loaded more heavily, so if required, EBD will allow a higher brake pressure
to utilize the braking potential.

Electronic Stability Brake System (ESBS)

ESBS, also called ESC (Electronic Stability Control) or ESP (Electronic Stability Program),
controls the stability and steerability during braking by activating brakes selectively. Usually
these systems sense the lateral and yaw motion of the vehicle using sensors. When this motion
is too large, the system can correct the motion with the brakes. For example, if the vehicle
starts to understeer the inner brakes are activated to increase the rotation of the vehicle.
During oversteer, the outer brakes are activated to decrease the rotation of the vehicle.

Engine braking control (EBC)

Engine braking control uses the braking control unit to send a signal to increase to engine
speed. This prevents the drive wheels from locking up on a slippery road if the driver quickly
releases the accelerator pedal. EBC senses the rapid deceleration in wheel velocity relative
to the vehicle velocity and subsequently intervenes. Hereby the longitudinal slip ratio of the
wheels is again maintained in an acceptable range the maintain grip.
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Figure G.1: Brake and regenerative torque logic for the electric Lupo.
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Figure G.2: Brake logic for the diesel Lupo.
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H. Additional simulation results
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(a) FR sprung vertical acceleration.
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(b) FR unsprung vertical acceleration.
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(c) RR sprung vertical acceleration.
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(d) RR unsprung vertical acceleration.

Figure H.1: Diesel Lupo, rough road, PSD plots of unsprung and sprung vertical acceleration, mea-
sured and simulation results.
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